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THE PRESI[DENT (Hon Clive Griffiths) took the Chair at 2.30 pm, and read prayers.

STATEMENT BY THE PRESIDENT
Petitions - Presentation Procedure

THE PRESIDENT :I have been made aware that a number of members have petitions to
present. In order to facilitate their presentation, and recording by the Clerks and the Hansard
reporter, 1 propose to follow the procedure used previously of calling on members according
to a list I have been given which indicates those members with petitions to present. Unless
members object to that, that is the course I intend to follow.

PETITIONS - HOMOSEXUALITY
Decriminalisation - Opposition

Hon George Cash (Leader of the Opposition) presented a petition bearing the signatures of 43
citizens of Western Australia opposing the decriminalisationilegislation of homosexual
behaviour and -

1. regretting that the Labor Party is attempting through a private member's Bill
to decriniinalise homosexual behaviour for the 5th time in WA since 1973;

2. noting with alarm that homosexual behaviour is directly responsible for more
than 88 per cent of AIDS cases in Australia; and

3. rejecting the false argument that the way to combat AIDS is to decrimuinalise
homosexual behaviour.

And praying that all members of the House vote against the Criminal Code Amendment
(Decriminalization of Homosexuality) Bill 1989.
[See paper No 609.4
Similar petitions were presented by Hon P.G. Pendal (949 citizens), Hon Peter Foss (32
citizens), and Hon P.R. Lockyer (455 citizens).
[See papers Nos 610, 611, and 580.1

PETITION - HOMOSEXUALITY
Decriminalisation - Support

Hon John Halden presented a petition bearing the signatures of 661 citizens of Western
Australia supporting the decrirminalisation of private sexual relations between consenting
adult males, and seeking the support of members of the House for appropriate amendments to
the Criminal Code.
[See paper No 612.1

PETITION - VIDEOS
X Rated - Banning Maintenance

Hon T.G. Butler presented a petition bearing the signatures of 27 citizens of Western
Australia expressing concern that X rated videos may be legalised in Western Australia and
requesting that Parliament maintains the ban on X rated videos as it has a strong obligation to
protect women and children.
[See paper No 613.1

PETITION - LAND
Leda', Western Ridge - Development Opposition

I-on P.O. Pendal presented a petition bearing. the signatures of 76 citizens of Western
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Australia urging that land at Leda known as the Western Ridge should be preserved in its
natural state and that all necessary steps be taken to prevent such land from being developed
for residential purposes.

[See paper No 6L4.j

PETITION - CRIME

Mdutt Child-sex Offenders - Legislation Request

Hon B.L. Jones presented a petition bearing the signatures of 23 citizens of Western Australia
requesting Parliament to bring in legislation to deal with all cases of sexual and other crimes
against children so that -

I. Sentences imposed on adult child-sex offenders reflect the seriousness of the
crime;

2. mandatory therapy for offenders be a condition;

3. magistrates have discretion to accept the evidence of a child irrespective of the
child's age.

[See paper No 615.1
PETITION - ABORTION

Unborn Babies - Protection Legislation

Hon R.G. Pike presented a petition bearing the signaturs of 543 citizens of Western
Australia requesting the Government to uphold, enforce and tighten WA law to stop the
abuse of unborn babies' lives tough abortion, and to use all the means at its disposal to
protect the right to life of all Western Australian babies.

[See paper No 616.1
PETITION - TRAFFIC LIGHTS

Wanneroo Road-Prindiville Drive, Wangara - Installation Request

Hon Reg Davies presented a petition bearing the signatures of 199 citizens of Western
Australia requesting that traffic lights be installed on the corner of Wanineroo Road and
Prindiville Drive, Wangara.

[See paper No 617.1
MOTION - URGENCY

Tourism Promotion - Federal Funding Decision

THE PRESIDENT (Hon Clive Griffiths): I have received the following letter -

Dear Sir

At the time provided by standing order 63, it is my intention to move at today's
sitting:

That the House, at its rising, adjourn until 10.30 am on Friday November 17 in
order to discuss:

(a) the decision by the Federal Government not to allocate any of the
$6.5 million approved for the promotion of tourism for areas affected
by the airline dispute; and
(b) the severe effect that this decision will have on tourism in Western
Australia.

Yours faithfuly

(Hon) P H Lockyer MLC

The mover of this motion will require the support of four members.

[Four members rose in their places.]

HOIN PHM. LOCKYER (Mining and Pastoral) [2.43 pm): I move -

That the House at its rising adjourn until [0.30 am on Friday, 17 November in order
to discuss -

A726 11.6
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(a) the decision by the Federal Government not to allocate any of the
$6.5 million approved for the promotion of tourism for areas affected by the
airline dispute; and

(b) the severe effect that this decision will have on tourism in Western
Australia.

This morning I was astounded to hear that the State Minister for Tourism has announced a
$30 million rescue deal endorsed yesterday by the Federal Cabinet of which $6.5 million will
be spent with the cooperation of State Governiments on the promotion of tourism in areas
badly hit by the airlines strike. The State Minister is objecting to this deal because the
Federal Minister, Mr Clyde Holding, specifically stated that the $6.5 million would be split
between the tourist areas worst hit by the dispute; that is, Tasmania, north Queensland, and
the Northern Territory.

Western Australia - especially the north west - has been hit far worse than any other area in
Australia. It is absolutely ludicrous and an insult to our integrity and intelligence for the
Federal Goverrnent to see fit to leave Western Australia out of this funding deal to help
States offset the incredibly harsh effect of the airlines strike. I do not blame the State
Governiment. nor do I blame the State Minister for Tourism. Mr Grill has done his best; he
has been widely quoted today as saying that when he left the meeting with the Federal
Minister he was confident that Western Australia would receive its due portion of these
funds. He was astounded to hear that we will not receive one cent. In case the Federal
Government does not realise that Western Australia has been affected, I suggest that the
Federal Minister come to Perth and book into Luis' Restaurant on the Esplanade which has
just gene into receivership due to a massive downturn in trade. I forecast that this is the first
of many businesses around Perth, including major hotels, which will be forced into
receivership or at least into very severe financial difficulties.

Wbile the airlines are being rebuilt some support should be given to businesses within the
tourism industry. People should listen to Peter Eakins, the State President of the Australian
Hotels Association. He has been talking good sense and warning that people employed
casually within the hospitality industry will be the first victims of the downturn. These
people will not be re-employed after finishing the leave which they have been forced to take.
They face difficulty in finding further employment in the hospitality industry because this
State is not getting its share of tourists.

1 refer to the problems within my electorate. This morning I received many calls from people
in the north west complaining about our not receiving a fair share of the promotion dollar.
Since the airline strike commenced Exmouth, for instance, has not had one jet flight into the
town. Had I not persuaded Western Airlines - which has been servicing Carnarvon during
the dispute, and doing a first class job - to extend the service to Exmnouth the situation would
have been worse. Western Airlines has provided some 30 or 40 seats per week into
Exrnouth. But members can imagine that 30 seats per week into any town would cover only
urgent requirements;, it would do absolutely nothing for places such as the North Cape Lodge
or the Pot Shot ime, or for the four or five charter boat operators who totally depend on the
airlines to bring in customers.

One charter boat operator, Mr Raymond King who operates the Nordon and the Gun says that
his business has been cut back 75 per cent at a time when he needs to work through the
summer period, bearing in mind that this dispute commnenced when tourism was at its peak
time in the north west. People involved in the car hire business in Exmouth find that they are
not leasing any cars at all because they also rely heavily on trade brought in through the
airlines.
The people worst hit by this crisis are those in the township of Broome. This town has turned
its whole attention to tourism. Businesses in Broome have been lucky over the past few years
because Lord Alistair McAlpine has invested so heavily there. He has developed one of the
best resorts in the north west, and this encourages other people to develop good hotels and
motels, which provide healthy competition. But all these establishments rely very heavily on
the airlines' activities, especially package tours. When people arrive in a town they also
spend money at local businesses - the newsagency, the greengrocer, and the Liquor outlets -

which feed off tourism. People have invested their life savings in businesses in Broome; they
have closed down operations elsewhere to invest in that town, only to face the
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past four months of hardship during the airlines strike. I have been tal~king to Mr Alan
Griffiths, che President of the Broome Chamber of Commerce, who tells me that last night
only 149 of the 1 600 beds available to tourists in Broome were being used. That means only
eight per cent of the tourism beds available to them were used last night and they expect that
to decrease.

Mr Griffiths, a businessman, owns a small shop that sells fish skin wallets and that type of
thing. Last week during the seven days his shop was open he did not make one sale. This
morning I was told that the Cable Beach resort club, owned by Lord Alistair McAlpine, is
losing $400 000 a week. This is money that would be spent around the town. [ am expecting
tourist resorts within the town to go bankrupt within the next few weeks - not months, weeks.
I expect businesses in Broome, which are down some 60 per cent in sales, to go bust.
Kunuraurra, another place just beginning to get its basic air service back, has suffered an
enormous downturn. The Kununurra Shire, which owns the local airport, tells me that the
income from the airport - people are taxed so much per seat - is down so much that it will
have to reassess its total shire budget because it will not meet expectations. When the airlines
dispute is over - inevitably it will be - there will be enormous problems rebuilding tourism
with interest rates to small businesses at 22 per cent. The State Government has done its best
and I commend it for the programn to encourage people to take a holiday now and receive a
free one later. While this has not been very effective in the north west, it has been a great
success in other areas. I give credit where credit is due. Unfortunately the Tourism
Commission is spending its available funds and desperately needs mare for bodies such as
the Kimberley Travel Association, to encourage people not to go to places like Bali but to go
to Broome, Exmrouth, Kununurra, Derby, Fitzroy Crossing or Halls Creek.

Hon Mark Nevrnl: They would have a better time.

Hon P.H. LQCKYER: They will have a better time. Hon Mark Nevill knows the area well.
The problem is that the State Government and the Tourism Commission do not have a
portion of the $6.5 million that was handed out yesterday. Western Australia was entitled to
a large proportion of it. Consequently that money has to be found from elsewhere. It may be
that it will have to be found from other important areas to promote Western Australia. This
morning I listened very carefully to some of the talkback programs. On Howard Sattler's
program the Federal member for Kalgoorlie, Graeme Campbell. a good friend of mine, was
interviewed. His politics and mine are very different and at times I strongly disagree with
him and he gets into a lot of trouble. He said that he suspected it might be that Mr Hawke is
paying him back for not toeing the line and for "getting up his nose". I hope the reason is not
that petty and I hope that the Federal Government has not allocated these htinds on an election
basis to prop up things in Tasmania and northern Queensland where it needs to win somec
sears. I hope that is not the case. Perhaps I am over suspicious.

Hon P.G. Pendal: They wouldn't do that sort of thing, I don't think.

Hon Kay Hallahan: Perhaps you are.

Hon R-H. LOCKYER: Maybe I am. When the Labor Federal member for Kalgoorlie starts
to question it publicly, I have a right to be suspicious and so do the people up north. I
understand Mr Edwards is handling my urgency motion. I propose that the matter should be
handled at the highest possible level. I believe the Premier should enlist the help of his two
other senior parliamentarians, the Leader of the Liberal Party, Barry Macinnon, and the
Leader of the National Party, Heady Cowan, and make a concentrated apolitical approach to
the Prime Minister asking that he does not listen to Mr Holding when he says that the money
would be split among the tourist areas worst hit, which are Tasmania, north Queensland and
the Northern Territory. I do not begrudge those people one cent because they have been hurt,
but I begrudge this State being completely left out. It is disgraceful. Those people who do
not think the north west of Western Australia is bleeding to death financially should use some
of their imnprest money and have a look. More importantly they should convince some of
their constituents to take advantage of the very attractive rates and give these areas some
support. I am not seeking to take away support from the people in Perth and surrounding
areas. I understand the south west of Western Australia - perhaps Hon Doug Wenn will
confim this - has actually done quite well out of the strike and I do not blame it.

Hon Doug Wenn: You can drive there in two hours.
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Hon P.H. LOCKYER: That is right. The tourist industry there has taken advantage of the
fact that people who would normally fly up north have decided to visit Busselton or Bunbury
because air services to the north are not available.

Hon Barry House: Only some of them. Some of them axe bleeding.

Hon P.H. LOCKYER: I imagine there are problems there too. The fact remains that some of
the places in the south west and in the goldfields will not receive any money to assist the
local tourist industries in running their own campaigns. They are the people who know best
how to attract people. I sincerely hope that Hon Graham Edwards is able to tell his Premier
how urgent this is on behalf of my constituents up north and that the Federal Government has
made an error. If it is a political ploy, let the Federal Government say so and tell it to find
some funds from elsewhere and make sure that it recognises the terrible effects this airline
strike has had on Western Australia, just as it recognises other areas have suffered. I do not
believe they are any worse off than we are. Even now we are not enjoying the airline
services that we should. The airlines say there are empty seats but one still cannot get on an
aeroplane as easily as one used to be able to. I ask for the Minister's support and I will listen
with courtesy, patience and interest to any comments members may make. It is not a subject
on which one should politically grandstand; it is a very serious matter. Mr Grill was
absolutely shell shocked; I do not know what action he has taken, but I can assure him if he
wants support he has it from me.

HON GRAHAM EDWARDS (North Metropolitan - Minister for Racing and Gamning)
[2.58 pm]: I thank Hon Phil Lockyer for bringing this matter to the attention of the House. I
can assure him and his constituents in the north that we have a great deal of sympathy for his
position because it is obvious that, while we have been able to weather the problems of the
strike fairly well in the south of the State, including the metropolitan area, there have been
immense problems in the north. These problems are not as easily addressed as some that
have been addressed by the tourism industry in conjunction with the State Government. Hon
Phil Lockyer pointed out for instance that some of the towns in his electorate have not had an
air service to speak of for quite some time.

Hon Phil Lockyer mentioned that Exmouth had been without its regular air service for nearly
12 weeks. People who know how much the tourist centres in the north west depend on the
airlines would know how badly they have been affected because of the lack of air services.
To some degree we are victims of our own initiatives because the tourism programs which
have been run in this State have been successful. It would appear that the double value
holiday program which is working extremely well in the metropolitan area has tilled a
number of beds and that was the basis on which the Federal Government decided not to
extend financial assistance to Western Australia. The tourism programs in this State have
filled beds and that is reflected in the Australian Bureau of Statistics figures. I am sure it was
on those figures that the Federal Government made its decision.
We, on this side of the House, share the concerns raised by Hon Phil Lockyer. Indeed, the
State Minister for Tourism, Hon Julian Grill, described the decision as outrageous and in a
Press release today he referred to it as shabby treatment. I am pleased that Hon Phil Lockyer
mentioned the efforts of the Minister because he has worked tirelessly in an endeavour to
overturn the problems that have resulted from the pilots' strike. I know that his remarks were
genuine and chat he recognised the efforts of the Minister and by doing so he set this issue
apart from a political argument.

Hon Phil Lockyer mentioned Oraemne Campbell who. I understand, is hopping mad about the
Federal Government's decision; in a letter to the Prime Minister he said -

By any objective assessment there is nowhere more isolated than the North West of
Western Australia and indeed the whole of Western Australia has been treated less
than equitably throughout the pilots' dispute.

I am also very concerned at the proposal to run a promotion campaign to generate
internal tourism as such a strategy should be run by the state.

Mr Campbell recognises what Hon Phil Lockyer said; that is, that the tourism conditions in
the north west of this State are different from the conditions in the south west of the State
and, indeed, are different from the conditions, for example, in Tasmania. It was for that
reason that the Federal Government should have mounted a two pronged campaign. First, it
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should have moved to attract more people to Australia; and, second, it should have moved to
attract people to move within the different States. Western Australia has very different
seasons from those experienced in other States of Australia and it was equally important for
this State to receive some moneys from the Federal Government to be spent in the same way
as the money received by the States of Tasmania and Queensland. Mr Campbell went on to
say -

Anty campaign needs to be timed to suit local conditions: clearly Tasmania wants
tourists now but the North West has just lost the tourist season and the wet will soon
be upon them. They would need a campaign delayed until the end of March next
year.
This decision is inexplicable. Western Australia is entitled to consideration and a
formula must be found to ensure that equity and political sense prevail.

I agree wholeheartedly with Graeme Campbell. I also have a copy of a letter signed by Mr
Allen Blanchard and sent to the Prime Minister. He said -

This decision is extremely unfair to tourism operators mn the North West of Western
Australia who have had their livelihood severely affected by the pilots dispute.
I cannot understand on what basis the Cabinet decision was made. If, as reported in
the newspapers, the criteria for special assistance included consideration of the
"remoteness" of the area and secondly, the extent to which local tourist operators have
been affected by the disruption of the aviation industry, then Western Australia should
have qualified immediately.

He shares the same sentiments as those expressed by Hon Phil Lockyer and we agree with
them. The letter continues -

The impact of this ill considered decision will be felt sorely here in the West both
within the tourist industry itself and also in the wider electorate.
Tourism is a significant industry in three major sectors of this state; the North West,
the Goldfields and the South West. By any standards the North West and the
Goldfields must be judged as isolated areas.
The residents of the North West and the Goldfields and the Western Australian State
Government have injected considerable enterprise and indeed large sumns of money
into promoting the tourism industry in these areas.

The Premider has also expressed concern along with other members of Parliament who
represent this State. The Premier has released a Press statement today which reads as
follows -

Premier Peter Dowding has urgently called on the Federal Government to reconsider
special help for Western Australia's tourist industry devastated by the pilots' dispute.
Mr Dowding held talks with the Prime Minister this morning and expressed great
disappointment at Federal Cabinet's decision not to include WA in a special
$6.5 million aid package.
"The Prime Minister said the basis for the Federal Government's decision was that
statistics presented by Federal sources to Federal Cabinet suggested Western Australia
was not as badly hit as some other parts of Australia singled out for help under the
package, Mr Dowding said.
"However, as a result of my very detailed discussions with Mr H-awke, he has agreed
to have another look at the issue and review it.
"The Minister fat Tourism, Mr Grill, has already made a submission but had not been
given the Federal statistics to comment on.
"Having now seen them, it is clear that they do not present the true position of the
effects the dispute has had on WA's tourism industry.
"I am reasonably optimistic that Federal Cabinet will now re-examine Io ur special
plight, which has particularly hit tourist operators in the north of the State."

However, I will convey to the Minister for Tourism the concerns expressed by Hon Philip
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Lockyer about the north west. I am sure that the efforts of all concerned will go a long way
towards a turnaround in the attitude of the Federal Government. As I said at the outset, Hon
Phil Lockyer has total sympathy for the argument he has put and he has our support for those
concerns he has expressed. Hopefully it will result in a change of attitude by the Federal
Government. I assure members opposite that the Government does view the mailer seriously.
The actions taken by the Premider and the Minister for Tourism have confirmed that and I
appreciate the position put forward by Hon Phil Lockyer.

HON P.G. PENDAL (South Metropolitan) (3.09 pm]: As the person in the Opposition
ranks who is responsible for the tourism industry I support the motion. I commend Hon Phil
Lockyer for moving this motion and I hope that it receives more than sympathy from the
Minister for Tourism and the Dowding Government. I do not intend to be as charitable as my
colleague Hon Philip Lockyer in respect of the activities of the Dowding Government
because it is partly as a result of actions of this Government that the situation causing so
much concern has arisen. First, I dispute the ill informed remarks made by the Minister that
the south of the State, including Perth, has weathered this storm arising from the pilots' strike
better than the north west. In his opening remarks Hon Philip Lockyer acknowledged the
strangulation occuff ing in one major Perth restaurant. I am sure he knows, as I certainly do,
that that is merely the tip of the iceberg. If one goes to any major hotel in the Perth central
business district one will discover that they are in real strife. Staff are rostering themselves
off and not getting a full month's work. At the same time both the State Government and the
Federal Government have sat idly by doing nothing to correct that position.

Hon Graham Edwards: That is absolute nonsense! It shows how little you know about the
industry.

Hon P.G. PENDAL: As spokesman for the industry, I can assure the Minister that I know a
fair bit more about it than he does.

Hon Kay Hallahan: How can you say that?

Hon P.G. PENDAL: I saw that the Minister for Sport and Recreation representing the
Minister for Tourism relied on notes when speaking, and I do not blame him forthat, but they
were notes passed to him by the Minister for Tourism.

Hon Graham Edwards: That is nonsense! I researched this before [ camne into the House.

The PRESIDENT: Order!

Hon P.G. PENDAL: The Minister is an -

The PRESIDENT: Order!

Hon P.O. PENDAL: - ignorant man.

The PRESIDENT: Order! If the honourable member does not understand the rules, which
he endeavours to demonstrate daily -

Hon P.O. PENDAL: I did not hear you. Sir.

The PRESIDENT: I called "Order" three times. This means that Hon Phillip Pendal should
sit down and listen. I direct the attention of members to the fact that the motion moved by
Hon Philip Lockyer is that the House at its rising adjourn until 10.30 am on Friday, 17
November in order to discuss two points. The debate cannot go beyond those two points. I
remind all honourable members of the fact the motion before them has a paragraph (a) and a
paragraph (b) and the debate must surround those two points only.

Hon P.C. PENDAL: I was attempting to address my remarks to points raised by the two
previous speakers. I had come to the point about which the Government is so sensitive and
which touches directly on the motion moved by Hon Philip Lockyer. We were told today by
the Minister for Racing and Gaming, who sat and read a Press statement on behalf of the
Government, that Mr Grill is outraged and has done his best. I put to the House that Mr Grill
has not only not done his best but has positively done his worst because for the first time
since members opposite have been in Government they have reduced funds available for the
very purpose Hon Philip Lockyer is complaining about: For the first time in six years funds
allocated for promotion and advertising of tourism - which is what we desperately need to
help people in the north west of this State - have been cut in the Budget by 18 per cent.
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The PRESIDENT: Order! I rem-ind the honourable member that that is not part of this
motion. The motion is clearly about the Federal Government's decision to allocate
$6.5 million; it is not about the State Government.
Hon P.0- PENDAL: I accept that, Mr President, but in the course of the Minister's speech on
this matter he saw fit to talk in terms of the State Government's outrage and he was permitted
to make that point.

The PRESIDENT: Order! I will determine when the honourable member is on course and
when he is not on course. I will also determine whether the Minister is on course. The
Minister did make those statements, but he related them to the $6.5 million allocation to
which Hon Philip Lockyer referred. All I am saying is that Hon Phillip Pendal must relate his
remarks to that matter and he will be permitted to proceed.

Hon Graham Edwards: This was an intelligent debate until you entered it.

The PRESIDENT: Order!

Hon P.G. PENDAL My point is that the State Goverrnent is not in a position to either
defend what the Federal Government has done in this matter in the past 24 hours or to shed
crocodile tears over the Federal Government's failure to allocate part of that $6.5 million to
Western Australia. Why is this State Government not in a position to shed those crocodile
tears it is so fond of?) It is because it has withdrawn its own level of funding. That is
something I hope Hon Graham Edwards will convey to the Minister for Tourism and the
Premier.

Hon B.L. Jones: Back to State funding again, are we?

Hon P.G. PENDAL: I am sure the President will look after that; he does not need Hon Beryl
Jones's parrot like interjections in that respect.

The PRESIDENT: Order! I point out to all members that we had a couple of days during
which interjections were contained satisfactorily. It seems to me that that is the extent of the
ability of members in this place, to last for two days before embarking on a continuous
outburst. Members should let others listen. [ will determine when a member is not on course
and I will allow all members to speak uninterrupted, iff1 can, other than by me.

Hon P.O. PENDAL: There is no doubt that we are witnessing an industry that has the death
rattle in this State for the reasons mentioned by Hon Philip Lockyer; because of the inactivity
of two Governments the resuscitative measures needed to get the industry back on its feet are
being denied to it. It was only a couple of weeks ago that the Opposition in this State put
forward positive suggestions going to the very heart of what Hon Philip Lockyer now raises
before the House. What is Hon Philip Lockyer's complaint? It is that the Federal
Government has allocated $6.5 million specifically to regional parts of Australia that have
suffered the most as a result of the airline pilots' dispute as part of the overall $30 million to
try to resuscitate the industry generally and has not included the north west of Western
Australia.

The bottom line is the fact that Western Australia has been denied a dollar of that
$6.5 million, which suggests to me that an insufficient case has been made out by the
Western Australian Government. That is why I do not agree with the Minister for Racing and
Gaming, although I accept his point that Mr Grill may have done his best. I join with that
member in saying that unless several things occur the death rattle of the tourism industry in
this State will continue until hundreds, maybe even thousands, of small - and some not so
small - businesses go to the wall.

What we need to do first is implement a reversal of the decision by the Federal Government
so that part of that $6.5 million is directed to Western Australia. Hon Philip Lockyer quite
properly defends the north and north west of the State, but [ put to him that there are other
parts of the State represented by other members which could fairly share in some of those
funds because they desperately need them. We do not need to cry crocodile tears. We do not
need the pretence of concern. Perhaps one of the few people on the Government side who
has been genuine and who has spoken the truth has been Mr Campbell, the Federal member
for Kalgoorlie. I join with him and with Hon Philip Lockyer in imploring the Government to
see that that decision by the Federal Government is reversed and reversed very quickly.

I support the motion.
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HON TOM HELM (Mining and Pastoral) [3.20 pm]: I wonder about the points raised by
Hon Phil Pendal in this urgency motion. Do we need to debate it tomorrow, or at any great
length? Some of the points he raised are issues being discussed at this moment.
Mr President, I do not envy your trying to keep cool with what some of the members opposite
are saying. Hon Phil Lockyer's points were very well made and answered by the Minister.
Then the vandal came into the debate and spoilt the whole thing. The member is giving the
Government a backhanded compliment when he describes what has been done in Perth.
Because of the Government's initiative in offering double value for travel in WA, the Federal
Government has taken account of what goes on in Perth. Canberra thinks that WA is Perth.
One would think that Perth had a complaint about tourism. We have problems in the north
west, being governed from Perth, but those problems can be multiplied by 10 when we
consider the problems of being governed from Canberra.
Hon P.O. Pendal: We have told you that for 25 years.

Hon TOM HELM: As a result of the Government's initiatives, the effects on the Perth area
have been lessened to a great extent, but these effects cannot be lessened in the north west.
We know it is not good enough. We accept that the Goverrnent in Canberra is a Labor
Goverrnent, but the problems we have in the north west have been addressed by the
Minister.

The motion asks us to debate the issue, and says how important it is for this State to get some
slice of that $6.4 million. I do not know what sort of slice we will have. I wonder if we are
not being a little hypocritical.

Hon Barry House interjected.
Hon TOM HELM: The member is a teacher and he would know these things. If we are
asked to debate this issue we should remember two very important things. Because of the
importance of Lord McAlpine to Broome and because of the amount of money he has
invested in the area, oth-r entrepreneurs and boteliers have also had to invest a great deal of
money. Some have borrowed large sums to compete with the McAlpine projects. I am not
criticising them; I am just poiting out the position in Broome now. These people borrowed
money they could ill afford. Lord McAlpine had virtually unlimnited funds, and he would
have been able to do what he has done in Broome in almost any town in Australia. It was
very difficult for those who lived in Broome to match him, but they tried very hard. They
went in over their heads to borrow money to get a slice of the action Lord McAlpine was
going to generate for the Broome area.
Hon ElJ. Chariton: Do you think anyone has told the Prime Minister about this?
Hon TOM HELM: The Prime Minister has often been accused of being friendly with the fat
cats around the place.

Several members interjected.
Hon E.J. Charlton: I amn serious. He knows the strike is still causing problems.

Hon P.O. Pendal: There is no dispute; it is all over!

Hon TOM HELM: Does the member know what a strike is? There is no strike. He should
read the papers.

Hon E.J. Chariton: Why did the Prime Minister give $30 millon?

Several members interjected.

The PRESIDENT: Order! The member should pursue paragraphs (a) and (b) of this motion.

Hon TOM HELM: That is exactly what I am trying to pursue -the $6.5 million which the
Government is going to allocate. If that is to alleviate the problems of people in Broome
other than Lord McAlpine, I suggest it does not matter very much. Lord McAlpine is able to
overcome his problems but I doubt if the others will be able to get over theirs. If everything
had gone along normally they would have been in financial difficulties for a long time. As
for giving assistance to the Broome area and the Kimberley, we are now in the low season.
They are promoting the green season, but any part of that $6.5 million would not assist very
much. I an not saying the dispute is happening now, but it did happen before the pilots
resigned. Surely the Opposition should join with the Labor Government and give support to
the iron industry workers or workers from other industries when they go on strike.
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Hon P.G. Pendal: You are looking after your rich mate, Abeles.

Hon TOM HELM: Why do members opposite not look after Lord McAlpine? They are
picking on the poor old Poms again. He is able to take care of himself, and has been doing so
for some time, but some of those Western Australians who have spent their lives in the
Kimnberley and Broome areas have grasped the initiative to match what Lard McAlpine has
done in chat area.

Hon DiJ. Wordsworth: It is pant of the Government.

Hon TOM HELM: He is part of the Government, is he? The Government can see a good
thing too, so everybody is right. We are asking the Federal Government to help our
Government, and that is the issue. We are very optimistic as a result of the figures on which
the assistance is based. We have pointed out that there is a north west to Western Australia.
Some of those in Canberra do not understand that there is a north west of Western Australia,
but chat issue is being addressed. To come back at 10.30 on Friday morning to debate the
issue would be shutting the stable door rather late, because the issue has already been
addressed.

Hon P.H. Lockyer: You understand what an urgency motion means, do you?

H-on TOM HELM: Yes.

Hon P.H. Lockyer: When you finish debating it you withdraw it.

Hon TOM HELM: All right. Members on this side are well aware of the issues affecting the
people in Broomne, the Kimuberley and Pilbara. On Saturday the Pilbara Regional Travel
Association will meet in Marble Bar. I am a member, and I am sure these issues will be
discussed. At that time we will be able to identify the problems. I have heard that only 134
beds out of 1 600 in Broome are being used. It is not really much of an indicator because
everyone is aware of the weather in the Kirnberley at this time of the year. It is worthwhile
taking advantage of the rates being offered by the hotels and resorts in the Broorne area
because that will help address that problem. I agree with Hon Philip Lockyer. He is aware of
what is going on, and the fact that this problem needs to be addressed. However I did not
agree with him when he said that the Federal Government was not prepared to assist Western
Australia because of political problems. That is not the case and I think Hon Phillip Pendal
was being facetious. I agreed with the Minister when he repeated some facts and figures
because he knows about the issues involved and how the problem -is at this time being
addressed. I make clear to the House that I admire those entrepreneurs and hoteliers who
spent so much money in the Broome area. I know how they are hurting at the moment
because of this matter.

[Resolved, that business be continued.]

The PRESIDENT: I remind the honourable member that the parameters within which he
should be speaking are being transgressed.
Hon TOM HELM: I am sorry, Mr President, I will not do it again. We must avoid thinking
that Western Australia is not being considered by the Federal Government. There may be a
reason for that. In the north west we know it is difficult to get Perth to realise that the nonth
west is so important to this State and the nation. Therefore we accept that Canberra does not
understand what Broome, the Pilbara and the Kimberley are about. Nonetheless, a number of
issues, not just this one, have been made clear to the Federal Government. I am now
confident we will get some slice of the tiny cake which will be available. It is difficult to
quantify the difference that slice of cake will make to the promotion of tourism in the north
west at this time of the year. Part of the reason for the difficulties in Broome particularly is
that the operators have run out of money.

HON J.N. CALDWELL (Agricultural) [3.33 pm]: I congratulate Hon Philip Lockyer for
bringing this to the notice of the House. In doing so I voice my disapproval of and
astonishment at the decision made by the Federal Government. I do not think the Federal
Government realises how important this State is to Australia. Western Australia is isolated
and very often the Federal Government considers this State to be a Cinderella State. That is
evident in the matter now before us.

As has already been mentioned, tourism in the south west of this State is not doing too badly.
I recently spent a long weekend at Hyden, which is being visited by increasing numbers of
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people as a result of the air strike. People are now driving to the nearer tourist spots and
avoiding spots they have to fly to reach. Thai is hurting the towns in the northern areas of the
State. This has to be brought home vehemently to the Federal Minister for Tourism.
Recently my son and half a dozen of his mates travelled through the north; they told me there
seemed to be very few people up there. There were just a few young people travelling
around in beat up vehicles, as my son was doing. As members know, such travellers do not
constitute a great deal of prosperity to the tourist industry.

Hon P.H. Lockyer: They are still very important.

Hon J.N. CALDWELL: Yes. I aim sure they visited inns and hotels and spent a few bob on
the odd drink or two. For accommodation they had haversacks; they preferred to sleep in the
bush, which they reckoned was great. The towns in the north are being hurt badly. I know
Mr Grill has already voiced his opinion, but he must voice it more forcefully.
Recently [ travelled through Queensland, which is to be favoured by this Federal Government
handout. I was accommodated in some very flash places and was disappointed that most of
them were nin by overseas investors. If I find that the Federal Government. is supporting
foreign investment in Queensland, I will be extremely disappointed. I would like Hon
Graham Edwards to point this out to the Western Australian Minister for Tourism because as
far as I am concerned Queensland can go and jump in the lake in respect of tourism. Foreign
investment does not have to be supported in this manner by us. We should be supporting the
Australians who put their money into tourism ventures. I would like the Minister to bring
that to the Minister's attention.

Hon Graham Edwards: We are saying that we recognise a need in other pants of Australia but
that we also want a share of the cake.

Hon J.N. CALDWELL: Undoubtedly we do; we want a good proportion of it. If that is not
forthcoming, I suggest it is up to our State to put money exactly where it is needed, and that
is in the north to support these people because many of them look as though they are going to
the wall. This is an important motion and [ commend Hon P.H. Lockyer for bringing this
matter to the attention of the House.
HON TOM STEPHENS (Mining and Pastoral) [3.38 pm]: I was not initially going to
speak in this debate but while I was sitting in the corner I heard with alarm some of the
comments which were being made. Not least of these comments was contained in the
contribution of Hon Phillip Pendal. It became clear to me, and presumably to everyone else,
that Hon Phillip Pendal in this debate has once again stooped to show that he puts narrow
party politics ahead of the interests of the State and the tourism industry, and ahead of
principle and morality.

Hon P.G. Pendal: You would not know the meaning of those words.

Hon TOM STEPHENS: In that context we have seen Hon Phillip Pendal stooping to the
abyss of playing narrow party politics without having regard to something about which we all
need to be concerned. I was also concerned about Hon John Caldwell's contribution. I have
often had to nut over the importance of the tourism industry for this State and in particular for
my region and a long time ago I stopped worrying about the issue of the investor. To be
quite frank, I am not concerned about the investor. It is of no concern to me whether
individual investors are foreign or local.

I am concerned about my region and this State. In my electorate I have seen very dramatic
changes over a short period of time. I have spent a long time in the Kimberley region and I
have seen people locked into poverty because of the absence of jobs. For the first time in my
region I have seen exciting opportunities open up for people who would otherwise be
unemployed - not just Aboriginal people, but especially the Aboriginal people with whom I
have had a long period of contact. In the township of Broome I have watched with
excitement the results of Australian City Properties' investments. I have been able to see that
operation rapidly expanding job opportunities for local permanent residents and in particular
the Abongmial people; that is until this industrial disputation with the pilots. This dispute has
caused the dislocation of some 30 per cent of Australian City Properties' work force.

The PRESIDENT: Order! I have allowed the honourable member to proceed on the
assumption he would quickly connect his comments to the two pants of Hon Philip Lockyer's
motion. Sadly Hon Tom Stephens has not done that.
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Hon TOM STEPHENS: I will very quickly make that connection because it is real in my
mind. The motion deals with the issue of an allocation from the Federal Government of
$6.5 million for the promotion of tourism in areas directly affected by the airlines dispute.
An honourable member has expressed the view that the Federal Government is concerned
about investors. I do not believe that we on this side of the House are concerned with that
aspect and I do not believe that is what Hon Philip Lockyer is concerned with. The State
Government is concerned about the impact on the economy of this State of the disruption of
the tourism industry. The Government's concern is not only for economic reasons but for the
impact of that disruption on the ordinary men and women of Western Australia, upon the loss
of jobs that flows from that economic disruption. Investors in the tourism industry in my
region come and go. I have seen Australian investors come and go in that region; I have seen
Western Australian investors come and go in that region -

Hon D.J. Wordsworth: Hon Tom Stephens might see some politicians come and go.

Hon TOM STEPHENS: I have not always been pleased with what I have seen among those
investors. I become excited about investment when it has a spill-over benefit to my region
and to the region's permanent residents. I become an enthusiast for a whole range of reasons
and I have gone over some of those reasons before. By the very nature of Broome's small
population people have had to disrupt their family lives for the normal factors that are
important for the growth of families. I refer specifically to education. As a result of
Broome's increased population the residents now have a senior district high school and are
assured that their children can obtain education to the final years of high school.
The PRESIDENT: Order! Order! Hon Tom Stephens is not sticking to the point and I
would like him to do that.

Sitting suspended from 3.45 to 4.00 pmi
Hon TOM STEPHENS: The tourism industry is important. It needs the support not only of
the State Government and the Federal Government but also of this Chamber. The tourism
industry is important because of the jobs it creates for local people. Those jobs create
population growth which in turn creates a climate in which people can be provided with the
normal services, whether they are educational services or other services, that come with
larger population centres. It is not appropriate for people to think of this motion as an
expression of support for individual investors. I am sure that is not what Hon Phil Lockyer
had in mind. I am sure that the package that was available from the Federal Government is
not for individual investors. We are concerned with the fact that a portion of that package has
not come to this State to guarantee the regrowth of the tourism industry. The problem in the
skies at the moment is not the absence of pilots but the absence of passengers.
Hon T.G. Butler: It's the absence of aeroplanes.

Hon TOM STEPHENS: It is not so much the absence of aeroplanes; we are missing out on
passengers.
Hon P.G. Pendal: More particularly it is confidence. The passengers are theme.

Hon TOM STEPHENS: The passengers are not there because they do not have the
confidence to use air travel. That is why this package is essential and not just for the benefit
of the east.

Hon P.H. Lockyer: You might travel up but have to come back in a Lear jet.

Hon TOM STEPHENS: If the honourable member should only be so lucky one day. Not
only should one have the opportunity of seeing the benefits of this package for the promotion
of tourism destinations on the east coast, but our own State should have the opportunity of
seeing the tourism industry given a kick start so that it can go from strength to strength. We
should get away from any derogatory comments about foreign investors and from an
obsession as to whether some people are bigger than others. The important thing is that the
tourism industry can create jobs for this State and in that context I am happy to be associated
with this debate and support the sentiments expressed not only by my Federal colleague
Graeme Campbell and my co-member for the mining and pastoral region, Hon Phil Lockyer,
but also by the Minister for Tourism and the Premier.

HON P.11. LOCKYER (Mining and Pastoral) [4.06 pm]: I thank honourable members for
their contributions. While Hon Graham Edwards brought to the attention of the House that
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the Federal Government made its decision because of the statistics put up by the Australian
Bureau of Statistics, if this is the case it needs to re-look at the arrangement because it is not
the way to do it. I guess it has to have something to work on but if the Federal Minister had
asked the people concerned, sureiy to goodness Hon Julian Grill would have been able to
convince him that one could have all the statistics one Likes, but the fact is that people are
bleeding to death financially up north. Hon Graham Edwards was quite right when he said
that the funds should be handled by the State and given to the local authorities such as the
Kimnberley, Pilbara, and Gascoyne travel associations because local people know best. He
spoke about Graeme Campbell's comment that it is no good if the Kimberley people are
advertising now because the wet season is almost upon them. That is not right. This is the
time they do advertise because they have what is called the green season. When flights are
running nonmally, in the green a reduction is allowed of 403 per cent of the air fare and
40 per cent of accommodation. People who do not seem to mind the heat choose to travel to
the north at that time of the year. With air-conditioning one can get away from the heat and
the 40 per cent reduction is very attractive. He also said that the Prime Minister is having
another look at the matter. If he is, I hope he decides that he and his Cabinet was wrong
yesterday. I respect Hon Phil Pendal's comments. I know that it is not just the north west
and that there are other areas which require funds and that Perth is one which is really
hurting. However, I represent the north west and the goldfields.
Hon Torn Stephens: I presume that's why your motion refers to Western Australia as
opposed to showing your parochial interests.

Hon P.H. LQCKYER: Yes, I made it Western Australia so that other members could have
the opportunity to put their views forward.

Hon Tom Stephens: So you accommodated the points that you were criticised for.

Hon P.H. LOCKYER: It worries me when Hon Torn Stephens is on my side.

Hon B.L. Jones: The State's side.

Hon P.H. LOCKYER: When [ have finished I will take Hon Tom Helm aside and explain
what an urgency motion is all about. I have been meaning to have a talk to him about a few
things. He said that businesses in Broome are competing with Lord McAlpine. That is
nonsense. A lot of those businesses were there long before Lord McAlpine ever went in. For
the first time in my life [ agree with Hon Tom Stephens; I belong to a party that supports free
enterprise. Investors take their chance with the rest of them. However, in this particular case
the investors of the north of Western Australia are being disadvantaged, and their problems
are not something that could have been budgeted for. Who would have believed that the
airline pilots' dispute would drag on as long as this? While I respect Hon Tom Helm's and
Hon John Caldwell's comments, businesses are at a very great disadvantage this time and if
they can be assisted by a portion of the $6.5 million perhaps this might temper the attitude of
their bank managers.

I make it quite clear to the House that we have not seen the worst of this situation,
particularly for businessmen in the north of this State. Hon Tom Stephens knows that the
rebuilding of those businesses will be difficult, and that is when these people will need
financial support. It is correct that aircraft flying to the north of the State have empty seats,
but that is because passenger confidence has been destroyed. Advertising campaigns are
needed to restore public confidence in the airlines and their capacity to provide regular
flights.

From the comments made in this House today it is quite clear we are of a common mind that
the Federal Government's decision not to apportion Western Australia some funds to be
passed to the local travel associations is wrong. I assume that some action is being taken in
this rnatter, and I hope that today's debate will be of assistance to those taking the necessary
steps to correct the situation. I seek leave of the House to withdraw the motion.

Motion, by leave, withdrawn.

STANDING ORDERS SUSPENSION - POLICE ELECTRONIC SURVEILLANCE
Deputy Commissioner Peters- Royal Commission Inquiry

HON GEORGE CASK (North Metropolitan - Leader of the Opposition) [4.11 pm]: I
move without notice -
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That so much of Standing Orders be suspended as would allow me to move the
following motion -

That the Government immediately appoint an independent Royal Commission
with appropriate terms of reference to determine -

(a) the nature and extent of phone-tapping and other forms of electronic
bugging or surveillance and its use by the police in spying on its own
officers, and whether it extended or extends to the public;

(b) the facts surrounding the surveillance of Deputy Commissioner Frank
Peters with the approval of the Police Commissioner Brian Bull;

(c) the involvement of the Minister for Police in the matter including when
he became awnr of the spying on Deputy Coniissioner Peters and
when he became aware that electronic surveillance was being used as a
part of that examination; and

(d) recommendations on how these matters should be pursued by senior
police officers in the future.

In the last two days extraordinary revelations have been made about the Commissioner of
Police in Western Australia authorising electronic surveillance of his deputy commnissioner.
It is an extraordinary situation which demands the immediate attention of this House. It
could be argued that the actions of the commuissioner are an indication of gross insecurity in
his position; but that matter can no doubt be debated as part of the substantive motion,
together with the point that he continually appears to need propping up by various Ministers
of Police and Emergency Services. The main purpose of moving this motion is to deal with
the question of public confidence in the Police Force of this State. If this mailer is not
addressed urgently by the Parliament, there will be a continuing breakdown in public
confidence in the Western Australia Police Force, and that in itself may continue to erode the
fabric of law and order in this State. I put it to the House that it is a matter of utmost urgency
which should be dealt with without delay.

The PRESIDENT: I remind honourable members that this motion needs to be carried with an
absolute majority.

HON .M. BERINSON (North Metropolitan - Leader of the House) [4.16 pm]: I oppose
this motion. I have no doubt that the Leader of the Opposition, in predictable fashion, will
eventually respond either today or on another occasion with cries of foul, cover up, running
to hide, and all the types of similar comments which he and Hon Phillip Pendal are constantly
throwing across the Chamber. If the Leader of the Opposition is tempted to follow that line,
he should understand that he has now used it once too often and that any such accusation is
entirely devoid of credibility, given the well known circumnstances in the Parliament today.

To seek to suspend Standing Orders for this purpose and in this way is a disgraceful abuse of
the procedures of the House. In addition, while the Leader of the Opposition apparently
seeks to justify this sort of tactic on the basis of the importance of the issue, he is in fact
trivialising it by the way in which it has been introduced. The Leader of the Opposition
knows very well that at this very moment a debate on the same subject is proceeding in the
Legislative Assembly. I cannot be certain, but a quick reference to his motion and a copy of
the Assembly motion, which has just been handed to me, indicates that the terminology is
almost identical. Therefore, he knows there is no question of the Government attempting to
avoid debate. The debate is proceeding in the Assembly and, for reasons I will come to later,
that is the proper place for a debate of this nature to take place. The debate in the Assembly
could only now be proceeding because the Government voted to allow it to proceed. The
Government could have prevented that debate, but it has no interest in doing so. So much for
these predictable accusations of cover up. Any such suggestion would be a transparent
mockery, and no-one with the faintest idea of the workings of the Parliament could regard it
in any other light. Why did the Government facilitate the debate in the Assembly and why
does it object to the debate in this place?

Hon George Cash: To prevent me putting my side of the story.

Hon J.M. BERINSON: I understand what the Leader of the Opposition is saying; that is, he
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is much better than the Leader of the Opposition in another place and Mr Hassell, the shadow
Minister in the other place.

The PRESIDENT: Order! I bring two matters to the attention of the House: Firstly, the
interjections and loud comnments are out of order, and secondly, and more importantly, I
remind the Leader of the House that he is contravening the rules by referring to debate in the
other place. He should not refer to debate in the Legislative Assembly.

Hon J.M. BERINSON: With respect, Sir, I am not referring to the content of any debate, but
simply to the fact that a debate is proceeding. I am happy to leave that point to avoid any
grey areas, and it is not crucial to my comments.

Having asked why the Government positively helped the debate elsewhere and objects to it in
this Chamber. I indicate the answer is not as simplistic as Mr Cash seeks to suggest in his
denigration of other leaders and shadow Ministers of his party. It makes sense to debate a
matter as important as this in another place because the responsible Minister is in that place.
That is where a reasoned debate can occur.

Hon George Cash: I happen to also have an interest in it, or aren't you aware of that?

Hon J.M. BERINSON: Is the Leader of the Opposition saying this is just a step up the ladder
for him?

Hon P.C. Pendal: Don't be pitiful. This is a separate House of Parliament.

Hon J.M. BERINSON: In this House we do not have the responsible Minister we have a
representative Minister. The Leader of the Opposition apparently has so little confidence in
his ability to put a proper case that he is not prepared to give the representative Minister
minimum notice of what he is proposing to move; in other words, he is not prepared to meet
him on anything like equal terms. He wants to be in the position where he could prepare
himself at his leisure, and be faced with a representative Minister who clearly cannot be in a
position to inunmediately respond to a motion without notice. This is not the first time the
Leader of the Opposition has used this sort of ambush tactic, but the fact that he is working
on his own precedent does not give it any added virtue; it has no virtue at all.
It is not as though this issue was not known yesterday; so that the Leader of the Opposition
could have given notice of motion. It is not as though the issue was not understood at
12.30 pm today so that at least the minimum two hours' notice required for urgency motions
could have been given to the representative Minister. It was good enough to give two hours'
notice of a motion on tourism funding, but it was not good enough to give two hours' notice
on an issue which the Leader of the Opposition says is terribly important. I am not here
denigrating the importance of the tourism question, which has until now been occupying the
attention of the House, but I ask members to compare the weight of the two proposals which
the Opposition has thrown up to us today: One relates to our share of tourism funding; the
other relates to the administration of the Police Force at its highest level. On the lesser issue
we have from the Opposition at least this miserable minimum two hours' notice; on the more
important question, we have this miserable two minutes' notice. Then if we complain, Mr
Cash and Mr Pendal get out the old record and start to wind themselves up for complaints
about cover-ups.

Hon P.G. Pendal: You are looking a bit old yourself.

Hon Tom Stephens: Shut up, Mr Pendal.
Withdrawal of Remark

The PRESIDENT: Order! That sort of remark is out of order, and I ask the member to
withdraw. The Leader of the House is probably one of the most competent members in a
debate in this place, and I do not think he needs to have the support of every member in
making the points he wants to make. It is quite insulting to him when members feel that he
needs to have his comments supplemented by 14 others;, apart from that, even if he did need
them, they are out of order, and members are not allowed to make them.
Hon TOM STEPHENS: I withdraw.

Debate Resumed
Hon I.M. BERIhTSON: There is little that I need add at this point. The Government has
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made it perfectly clear, by not only accepting but positively supporting the move for a
substantive debate in the other place, that it is willing to have the issues fully and properly
debated. That full and proper debate can be conducted in the Legislative Assembly because
of the particular individuals therein: The Minister for Police and Emergency Services on the
one hand; the shadow Minister for Police and Emergency Services on the other.

Hon George Cash: You are an absolute dope. I happen to be the shadow Minister, and have
been for the last four years. That shows how smart you are.

Hon J.M. HERINSON: I am sorry; I missed that. I will rephrase it by saying that the
Assembly has not only the Minister for Police and Emergency Services but a former Minister
for Police and Emergency Services, who indicated in the course of comments earlier today
that he is dhe longest serving Minister for Police and Emergency Services in the Parliament. I
will not go into that debate. The important issue is where does the Minister for Police and
Emergency Services sit? The importance of that arises from the fact that it is only the
responsible Minister who can possibly be aware of the facts and the background, to an extent
which would make it possible to reply responsibly to a motion of this kind. What is being
proposed by the Leader of the Opposition is an abuse of the forms of the House. It is not a
proper way to proceed if members really have an interest in investigating seriously important
issues; it is not only improper but is not even sensible. The Leader of the Opposition is once
again attempting to shine up his aggressive image, his sort of macho front, which I know
belies his underlying gentle nature. In the interests of pursuing that aggressive front, he does
this House no good service. He does it a disservice, and in that the Government will not join
him.

HON R.G. PIKE (North Metropolitan) [4.27 pm]: I rise to support the motion before the
Chair. In doing so I say to the Leader of the House that what he has just said is an absolute
non sequitur. Contrary to what he says, it is he who is flying before the traditions of this
House, which has an undeniable, unfettered and absolute authority to deal with any matter
within the purview of the Constitution Act of Western Australia. What the Leader of the
House has said is also incorrect to the degree that when he is in trouble, he tends to trivialise
and humnorise - usually inadequately - the issue before the Chair by an apparent display of
knowledge of traditions, which is always lacking when he produces the facts. It is very much
within the purview and authority of this House to deal with this matter; it ought to be so dealt
with.
HON P.G. PENDAL (South Metropolitan) [4.28 pm]: I take one step further the point that
Hon Bob Pike has just made, and remind the Leader of the House that the argument he
advances for not proceeding with the suspension of Standing Orders in this case is
remarkably similar to the argument that he advanced when we discussed previously whether
a Minister is responsible in this House for the answers he gives for and on behalf of Ministers
in another House.
Hon J.M. Berinson: Have you read what the Standing Orders Committee has to say about
that?

Hon P.O. PENDAL: How many times must we emphasise that it is a case of the Standing
Orders as they now apply? It is a constitutional fact of life that because the members of this
House are not members of the other House, their only means - to pick up the point made by
Mr Pike - of drawing the Government's attention to matters of public interest is to do it via
this House.
Hon Ganry Kelly: All you have to do is give reasonable notice.

Hon P.G. PENDAL: I will come to that in a minute.

Hon Tom Stephens: But you never do.

Hon P.O. PENDAL: I will, because I have written it down this time.

Hon T.G. Rudler: When you are pinned down on a question you never answer it.

Hon P.G. PENDAL: I was taught that by the member's former leader, Mr Bert Hawke. I
will not tell Hon Tom Butler everything he told me, but it is a pity he has not learnt a few
lessons from him too.
The first reason is that it really does stretch the imagination for the Leader of the House
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constantly to tell us that we are not entitled to be discussing matters here or that it is improper
or less appropriate, -

Hon J.M. Berinson: When have I ever said that?

Hon P.G. FENDAL: - because that is what he is saying.

Hon J.M. Berinson: You are misrepresenting me. You have learnt not only from Bert
Hawke but also from your leader.

Hon P.G. PENDAL: The Leader of the House has just finished telling the House that
apparently a motion is being debated in another place and that that should satisfy the
Opposition in respect of the matter we want to bring forward here.

Hon J.M. Berinson: That was not my argument at all. You are misrepresenting me again.
Hon P.O. PENDAL: The point we are making to the Leader of the House is that there are
two Houses of Parliament and each of those Houses of Parliament is entitled to raise matters
of public importance, and whether the Minister for Police and Emergency Services or any
other subject of a motion is a Minister in this House is quite irrelevant.
Hon J.M. Berinson: That is absolute nonsense and you know it.

Hon P.G. PENDAL: It is not nonsense at all.
Hon J.M. Berinson: You know that if no notice at all is given it is only the responsible
Minister who has any prospect of being able to provide a reasoned reply.

The PRESIDENT: Order!

Hon P.G. PENDAL: I said there were two points I wanted to make, but so that the Leader of
the House does not forget it, the first point we established in his mind - because he
conveniently skips over it and tries to pretend and suggest that this House ought not be
putting under scrutiny -
Hon J.M. Berinson: Without notice.
Hon P.O. PENDAL: We will come to that.
Hon J.M. Berinson: That is the subject of the present debate.
Hon P.G. PENDAL: The Leader of the House dislikes the suggestion that there is nothing in
the Standing Orders that says we need to give him a day's notice -

Hon J.M. Berinson: I agree.
Hon P.O. PENDAL: - but he grizzled a few minutes ago -

Hon George Cash: He is grizzling all the time.
Hon P.G. PENDAL: Yes,* he is.

Hon Kay Hallahan: Have you two listened to yourselves?
Hon P.O. PENDAL: The Leader of the House grizzles because, in his words, he got two
minutes' notice.
Hon J.M. Berinson: I did not even get the motion until I asked for a copy of it.
Hon P.G. PENDAL: The Leader of the House received notice yesterday and about 24 hours'
notice on the front page of the public media.
Hon Kay Hallahan: Does the Daily News decide what happens in this House?

Hon P.O. PENDAL: No, but is the Leader of the House really suggesting that he is so inept
as a Minister that he could not work out a day or so ago that the Opposition might take a
passing interest in this matter? How dumb does he have to be?

The PRESIDENT: Order! I am going to become quite cross in a minute, to the detriment of
at least one member, and I suggest that later on today that member to whose detriment I am
referring might have a second thought about where he is located. I remind members to stop
their interjections and let the debate finish.
Hon P.O. PENDAL: Thank you, Mr President. The motion before the House is to advance
the reasons why we should suspend those Standing Orders, and my second paint is that the
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Leader of the House would have had to be Blind Freddie not to have known or suspected
24 hours ago that the issue the subject of this motion to suspend Standing Orders would
become a major issue of public and parliamentary debate. However, with all the helpers at
the disposal of the Leader of the House, with the cast of thousands he has at his command -

Hon J.M. Berinson: I do not represent the Minister for Police and Emergency Services, by
the way.

Hon P.O. PENDAL: But someone opposite does and the Leader of the House would not
dispute that, I hope. I suspect it is the Minister for Racing and Gaming.

Hon Grahamn Edwards: You do not have to suspect it.

Hon P.C. PENDAL: So the Minister admits it.

Hon J.M. Berinson: He does not admit it, he claims it.

Hon P.G. PENDAL: If nothing else it is a matter of parliamentary competence that the
Minister concerned would say to himself, "This is on the front page of every newspaper in
this State and is leading the bulletins on every radio and television station; that means
something to me as a Minister of the Crown. It just may mean that the Opposition will take a
passing interest in it in the Parliament."

That brings me to the final point, a point made by the Leader of the House before he scurried
for cover after being put in that condition by the Leader of the Opposition. The point is this:
The Leader of the House certainly has overlooked the fact that the shadow Minister for Police
and Emergency Services sits in this House. We are just as entitled to make demands within
the House where a shadow Minister sits as is the Government to defend its position that a
motion of substance ought to be raised in the House where the responsible Minister sits. It is
of no consequence to people on this side of the House that the Leader of the House has
discovered that the shadow Minister for Police and Emergency Services sits not in another
place but in this place.

Hon 3.M. Berinson: It is just that Mr Hassell keeps talking as if he were the shadow Minister.

Hon P.G. PENDAL: We cannot be responsible for the Leader of the House's
misunderstanding.

Hon J.M. Berinson: You see how reasonable I am? That is another thing I accept.

Hon P.G. PENDAL: It is, and it is a little like the situation Mir Charlton outlined earlier. The
minute we see the Leader of the House begin to be reasonable we know he is starting to get
the message. I know now by the Leader of the House's demeanour that he accepts the
motion moved by the Leader of the Opposition. Let us face it, no-one in his right mind could
be of any opinion but that the matter we want to discuss not only is of importance to Western
Australia, but also this sort of thing did not even go on in Queensland.

Hon E.J. Charlton: Careful! Be reasonable, Mr Pendal!

The PRESIDENT: Order! [ am calling Hon EJT Charlton to order. That sont of behaviour is
absolutely out of order and I remind him that he is not one of those people who normally
behaves like that.

Hon P.G. PENDAL: Thank you, Mr President. The incidents about which we are talking, or
want to talk, simnply know no precedent in Australia. I ask Mr Charlton whether that is better.
Hon E.J. Charlton: Yes.

Hon P.G. PENDAL: Whatever has happened in the administration of justice in a place like
New South Wales, or Victoria, or Queensland, there is no precedent for what has happened
here. If that does not spark the interest of the Opposition to take the matter onto the floor of
the Parliament, nothing will; indeed, it would be derelict in its duty were the Opposition not
to seek to suspend Standing Orders in the manner adopted by the Leader of the Opposition.

Finally, in the course of the last couple of minutes the Leader of the House has acknowledged
by his remarks and demneanour that he made a mistake and that he should not have opposed
this motion.
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Hon J.M. Berinson: How on earth did you get that impression?

Hon P.G. PENDAL: I know that he will now start to vacillate back to the other side of the
motion, but there is every good reason for this Parliament to have moved in the way it has.
The fact that the Leader of the House did not get a month's warning in triplicate -
Hon J.M. Berinson: One minute.

Hon P.G. PENDAL: - makes his position an absurdity, given that he has a huge amount of
resources at his disposal. For that reason I believe this motion should succeed.

Several members interjected.

The PRESIDENT: Order! For the last time, I will not warn Hon T.G. Butler again. If he
interjects again I will name him and he will not be in this House for the rest of the afternoon.

HON £4J. CH-ARLTON (Agricultural) [4.40 pm]: The seriousness of the revelations over
the last 24 hours demands our response. The Leader of the House should not oppose the
suspension of Standing Orders because this is such a serious issue. It is not a matter of the
Government's not having enough warning. This is a matter about which the Government
should encourage debate; indeed, it should expect debate if only for a short time. The
Government should not deny members of this House the opportunity to put forward their
views regarding the action the Government should take. The point is not whether the
responsible Minister is in another place; members in this place have been elected
democratically; they have the right and the responsibility to debate such matters and to
express their points of view on a question which is foremost in many people's minds in this
State at this time. It is ridiculous for the Goverrnent to suggest that it is not a matter of nor
wanting to have debate but that it is a matter of not having enough warning. At a time when
the police across the nation are being subjected to pressure due to events which have taken
place in various States, the hierarchy of the Police Force in this State would consider this a
highly opportune time for this House to debate these events.

I am surprised that the Leader of the House has responded in this way because not only the
morale but also the respect of the Police Force is being questioned. So [ would not expect the
Government to deny the members of this House the opportunity to get things off their chests.
Perhaps this would result in some action being taken. The Government could then say, "This
is what we will do." If the Opposition is happy with that, that is fine, but if not we can then
take appropriate action. If debate is denied people will go on seeking the answers to the
questions. The structure of the other place, and the fact that the beliefs of some people there
may not be in line with the beliefs in this place, should not be ground for the denial of an
opportunity for debate here. I cannot understand why the Leader of the House is denying this
House the opportunity to debate the motion.

HON PETER FOSS (East Metropolitan) [4.44 pm]: Two questions need to be answered:
First, is this a matter properly to be discussed by this Parliament? Despite the fact that for a
short time the Leader of the House seemed to be indicating he did not think it was, it is now
conceded by all persons in this House that it is. The second question is whether it is a matter
of such importance that it should be discussed now. I believe also that has been shown
clearly to be the case. Three successive daily newspapers have raised this matter and each
one has referred to the incredible state of events. Plainly these are matters which need to be
dealt with speedily. The newspapers have stressed how important it is that there be speedy
action on this matter. The answer given by the Leader of the House is that he was not given
notice. I cannot believe that this is in the same category as asking the Minister how many
kidometres of bicycle tracks have been built over the last year. Can the Leader of the House
tell me this matter has not been discussed by the Government at the highest level as a matter
of urgency? If he is prepared to tell the House that, this Government ought to go
immediately because it should have been discussing this matter in intimate detail from the
moment it learnt about it. I cannot believe that the Leader of the House has not been fully
briefed. His intimate knowledge of what has been said in another place makes it clear he
knows about the motion and what has been said. It is superficial to say he does not know.

Why is the Leader of the House opposing the motion? I know why, and I know why the
Government is allowing debate in the other place - because it has the numbers there to defeat
the motion. Debate is opposed here because the Government does not have the numbers to
defeat the motion.
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Hon J.M- Berinson: Surely the real point is the content of the debate itself.
Ron PETER FOSS: Another reason why the Leader of the House is confident is because we
need an absolute majority to suspend Standing Orders, and we cannot get that without his
cooperation. The Leader of the House becomes extremely cocky and self-assured when he
knows he has the numbers.
Hon J.M. Berinson: Looks who is talking! Even Mr Cash is laughing.
Hon George Cash: H~e is dead right.
Hon PETER FOSS: The answer to the question posed, "Is it a matter properly to be
discussed?", is a resounding yes. Is the matter of sufficient importanct to discuss now?
Yes! It is sheer superficiality for the Leader of the House to say that he has not had proper
notice.
HON GRAHAM EDWARDS (North Metropolitan - Minister for Racing and Gaining)
[4.46 pm): This debate is astounding. The Opposition is inviting this House to discard the
Notice Paper, to throw it out the door, and to list our items of business according to what may
or may not be in the newspapers. What total nonsense! If that is not nonsense enough, let us
consider some of the claims made by the Opposition. In trying to justify his argument the
Leader of the Opposition used such emotive language as "extraordinary", "gross insecurity",
" eroding the fabric of law and order", and "total lack of public confidence in the police". Let
us see what the police say at this important stage. The following media statement was put out
today -

All senior administrative staff of the Western Australian Police Force today expressed
their total support for Police Commissioner Brian Bull.
The support comes from the Senior Deputy Commissioner, five Assistant
Commissioners and all Chief Superintendents, and the Secretary of the Police
Department.
All have given their fail support to the Commissioner's management of the Police
Force.

Nothing in that statement reflects the claims of gross insecurity nor is there anything to
suggest that the fabric of law and order in this State is being eroded. Today, a former Police
Commnissioner, Mr Owen Leitch, has supported Commissioner Bull's actions.

Point of Order
Hon GEORGE CASH: Mr President, you will recall you reminded me that debate was
centred on the question of the suspension of Standing Orders. I suggest, with respect, that the
Minister is ranging very wide of that point and is out of order with his present comments.
The PRESIDENT: I have been listening to the Minister, and I agree up to a point that he is
covering a wide field. However, because I am very conscious of the fact that I ought to draw
attention to that, I consider at this stage he is relating his comments to the argument that there
is a need to suspend Standing Orders to deal with the matter urgently for a number of
reasons. HeI seems to me to be giving some argument that suggests some of those reasons do
not exist. I am following the Minister carefully, and I remind the Minister of this. But at this
point I am happy.

Debate Resumed
Hon GRAHAM EDWARDS: I shall not take advantage of the situation, Mr President. I
shall be brief. A former commissioner, Owen Leitch. said that be had complete faith in the
commidssioner and anything he has done would be justified. Again, that does not reflect the
words contained in the motion moved by the Leader of the Opposition which suggests that
extraordinary things have happened, that there is gross insecurity or that things are happening
to erode the fabric of law and order in this State.
One person who I think would have his finger on the pulse of things is the President of the
Police Union, Mr Chadbourne. He said today ini relation to the call for a public inquiry in an
interview on a local radio station -

I think it is totally irresponsible of Mr Macinnon, who I heard on the radio this
morning, calling for that at this point of time. It's an investigation into some area of
concern or problem.
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He is more aware of the sons of things that are happening within the Police Force arnd his
concern about operational matters would have been evident in his remarks. That they are not
gives no support to the Opposition's motion.

The PRESIDENT. I remind members that the motion needs an absolutely majority to
succeed.
Question put and a division taken with the following result -

Ayes (16)
Hon George Cash Hon Barry House Hon P.G. Pnodal Hon Margaret McAleer
Hon E.J. Chariton Hon P.H. Lockyer Hon R.G. Pike (Teller)
Hon Reg Davies Hon M.S. Montgomery Hon WNt Stretch
Hon Max Evans Hon N.F. Moore Hon Derrick Tomlinson
Hon Peter Foss Hon Muriel Patterson Hon D.J. Wordsworth

Noes (15)
Hon i.M. Berinson Hon John Haldec Hon Garry Kelly Hoo Bob Thomas
Hon T.G. Rudler Hon Kay Hallabas Hon Mark Nevill Hon Doug Wean
Hon Cheryl Davenport Hon Tom Helmn Hon Samn Piantadosi Hon Fred McKenzie
Hon Graham Edwards Hon B.L Jones Hon Tom Stephens (Teller)

Pairs
Ayes Noes

Hon [.N. Caldwell Ho LM. Brown

Question thus negatived.

LOCAL GOVERNMENT SUPERANNUATION AMENDMENT BILL

Introducdion and First Reading
Bill introduced, on motion by Hon Kay Haflahan (Minister for Local Government), and read
a frst timne.

MOTION - MUSEUM AMENDMENT BILL
Order of the Day No 4 - Proceedings Confirmarion

HON P.G. PEN DAL (South Metropolitan) [4.56 pm]: I move -

That Order of the Day No 34 for Tuesday, 14 November be made Order of the Day
No 2 for Wednesday, 15 November and that the question be determined at that sitting.

The motion requests the Government to give greater importance to a matter of public interest,
the result of which has been that the Bill the subject of this motion has been moved up the
Notice Paper by the Leader of the House as a pre-emptive gesture to sit at Order of the Day
No 4. It was my initial inclination to follow the lead of Hon Bob Pike and not proceed with
this motion given that the Order of the Day had been elevated from No 34 on the Notice
Paper to No 4. However, after some consultation with members on this side of the House, I
have decided to proceed with the motion.

The fact is that, even without an urgency motion today, one has reason to doubt that we
would get anywhere near discussing Order of the Day No 4, given the length of debate that
right take place on Order of the Day No 1. By any stretch of the imagination, even if we

were running on time today - I acknowledge that we are now not - the first three Orders of the
Day could, by any yardstick, be expected to run for the rest of today's sitting. It is my
cynical view that the Leader of the House could not quite bring himself to nudge what is now
Order of the Day No 4 up the list, perhaps in front of the Stamp Amendment Bill (No 3).
Heaven only knows that we should slow down on that piece of legislation.

it was then decided we should proceed with this motion. The Leader of the House
acknowledges that there is some weight in our argument by virtue of the fact that overnight
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he voluntarily agreed to pre-empt this motion and bring it from No 34 to No 4 on the Notice
Paper, albeit it is an inadequate place as far as the Opposition is concerned. I draw to his
attention the fact that this Bill has been before this House for many weeks. I cannot recall
when I introduced it. I suggest that the second reading was probably made on 20 September,
which is getting close to two full months ago. Opposition business should be treated with
more respect instead of languishing on the Notice Paper for almost two months.

[Questions without notice taken.)
Hon P.G. PENDAL: The second point [ want to draw to the attention of the Leader of the
House is that while this Bill was introduced about seven weeks ago, it is a replica of a Bill
which has been before the House for well over a year. This is another reason why it should
be dealt with before the end of the session. A third and perhaps the most compelling reason
of all is that a real question of urgency attaches to the subject of this Bill. For those who do
not realise it, the eml deals with the sale overseas of the Markham collection of vintage cars.
I understand that we are almost on the eve of an auction which will take place in London via
satellite with the vehicles remaining in Perth. If those vehicles are sold at that auction before
this Parliament has an opportunity to have a say in the matter, the purpose of the eml will
have been circumvented. Fourthly, I acknowledge that we have spent the better part of today
dealing with matters which were not on the Notice Paper, but the Opposition makes no
apology for bringing these matters forward because we regard them as important.
Nonetheless, we have to accept that almost three hours of debate has been taken up, therefore
the possibility of reaching the fourth item on the Notice Paper is even more remote than it
was when the Leader of the House brought it up to No 4.

Several members interjected.

Hon P.G. PENDAL: It was window dressing. If the Leader of the House were to give us a
firm indication that this matter would be dealt with tomorrow, I would be happy, in
consultation with my own leader, to see that this motion was not proceeded with today. If we
do not get that assurance from the Leader of the House, I will proceed to the vote, and
hopefully with the support of members on this side of the House we could accommodate
what is now Order of the Day No 4. Before the Leader of the House makes a positive
response, may I draw his attention and that of the House to the fact that the sale is important
to many hundreds of people throughout the State who see parts of the national estate under
threat. Perhaps it is of no consequence to 99 per cent of the population, but we deal with
many matters in this House which are of concern only to small groups of people. That is
sufficient reason for us to proceed to a vote so that Order of the Day No 4 is dealt with in a
proper way today. It has languished on the Notice Paper long enough.

HON J.M, BIERINSON (North Metropolitan - Leader of the House) [5.26 pm]: I oppose
this motion, and I regret the circumstances in which it has arisen. To move this motion and
then offer to arrive at some agreed time seems to me to be the wrong way of going about our
business here. I have objected before to the use of this procedure which in effect takes the
management of the House out of the hands of the Government. I know that Standing Orders
permit it, but it is undesirable and unnecessary. For several weeks the Leader of the
Opposition and I have discussed how Opposition measures might be brought forward. I have
agreed, on average, to two items a week being slotted into the timetable.

Last week one of the measures agreed to was Order of the Day No 34. Although the
circumstances on the last Thursday that we sat were very difficult, I indicated that I would
keep to that agreement, in spite of the fact that it would cut across very high profile and
important legislation, unless I was released from the commitment. The Opposition indkcated
that it understood the special circumstances so we did not proceed. In the weeks before that
we discussed several items. I invited a priority and I did my best to accommodate it. That is
the better and more sensible way to go. Rather than attempt to steamroller things through on
the numbers - and I can count as weli as anyone else - my suggestion makes for a more
orderly process than what is being conducted now.
HON GEORGE CASH (North Metropolitan - Leader of the Opposition) [5.28 pm]: If one
analyses the arguments put forward by the Leader of the House, it is quite clear that he was
not listening to everything Hon Phillip Pendal said when he moved the motion.

Hon Tom Helm: Nobody does!
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Hon GEORGE CASH: I doubt that Mr Helm is right. I listened intently and closely to what
Hon Phillip Pendal said, and I thought it had a lot of merit - sufficient merit to persuade me to
support the motion. Whether the honourable member will support it probably depends on
whether he understood what was going on.

Hon Tom Helm: Flanagan and Allen.

Hon GEORGE CASH; However, my paint is that -

Hon J.M. Berinson: It is hard to know who is the straight man.

Hon GEORGE CASH: If we are talking about straight people, given Order of the Day No 1,
at least I am straight;, I do not know about the Leader of the House. Hon Phillip Pendal has to
take this action because the Leader of the House is no longer prepared to be accommodating
when it comes to the discussion of Opposition business.

Hon 3.M. Ierinson: That is not true. I was not asked.

Hon GEORGE CASH: Let me explain why I did not approach the Leader of the House to
have this matter brought forward on the Notice Paper. Two weeks ago I understood I had an
agreement with the Leader of the House in respect of the business of the House and the
manner in which particular orders were to be dealt with. The Leader of the House broke that
agreement and from that moment on it was clear to me that I could not trust what he said. In
the meantime that has happened on other occasions and he will recall the other day -

Hon J.M. Berinson: Name them.

Hon GEORGE CASH: The Leader of the House knows very well that when he and I spoke
about the motion dealing with Mr Samuel a week or so ago. it was but a few metres from his
chair. The Leader of the House then denied in this place that there had been an understanding
or that he had made particular statements.

Hon J.M. Berinson: I indicated to the House exactly what happened.

Hon GEORGE CASH: No, the Leader of the House related to the House what be wanted to
have the House believe.

Hon J.M. Berinson: Come off it.

Hon GEORGE CASH: He did not use the words he used to me. If I thought I could deal
with the Leader of the House I would do so, but the Leader of the House has clearly shown
he cannot be trusted and lacks integrity.
Hon J.M. Berinson: Strangely you are the only person who has found that to be the case.

Hon GEORGE CASH: I would not put that to the vote if I were the Leader of the House
because he would find that a few other members believe the same. Clearly the Opposition
will only be able to deal with its business in this Rouse by moving the appropriate motion.
Clearly the Standing Orders provide for exactly this type of motion to be moved at the
instigation of any member of this House. This is an important motion which deserves their
support otherwise we will find that the manner in which the Leader of the Rouse will deal
with Opposition business is to ensure that all Opposition business falls off the Notice Paper
when the House goes into recess or Parliament is prorogued.

HON EJ. CHARLTON (Agricultural) [5.32 pm]: I wish to comment briefly on this
matter. It is a great shame that we have dragged ourselves down to this level. My position is
that individual members responsible for particular motions or Bills which they want to have
debated sooner rather than later should approach the Leader of the House to request his
commuitment to bring those matters on, Some people might think that in the hurly-burly of
hard core political life this is a bit weak-kneed. I do not agree. If a member does not get a
satisfactory response, with appropriate action being taken, that member may then use
whatever means are available to achieve his aim. That is how I would approach it. I put it to
the House as diplomatically and with as little bias as possible that this is the way we should
operate. Members have rights under the Standing Orders; consequently we have the
opportniiy to request that matters be dealt with so that the appropriate final decision can be
made. However, it is a shame we have reached the position where we must have a debate
about whether we should debate something in this place. That situation wastes a lot of time,
and we have a lot of legislation - and more coming from the other place - to deal with.
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Sitting hours, for example, are to be extended beyond 6.00 pm on Thursday nights and this
will cause difficulties for country members. I suggest that members firstly approach the
Leader of the House to request him to give a commitment about the matters they wish to have
dealt with; and, secondly, if they do not receive a reasonable and satisfactory answer we can
take the appropriate action then. I hope that is the way the House will approach this matter.
HON P.G. PENDAL (South Metropolitan) [5.35 pm): I acknowledge the point raised by
Hon E.J. Chariton. In the normal course of events that would be the correct and proper
procedure. However, from our vantage point it is sometimes a case of once bitten, twice shy.
There have been occasions where the correct procedure properly advocated by Hon 6.1.
Charlton has not met with the sort of response we believe it ought to have met. However, I
acknowledge that in the normal course of events what Hon ElJ. Chariton said ought to apply.
In respect of this matter something has come to my attention since I last sat down which
indicates that matters are even closer than I thought. In the intervening period, as Hon Max
Evans pointed out, an advertisement appeared in The West Australian from Christie's in
London which indicates that the period for parties interested in making a bid for these
vehicles to express their interest is some time between Tuesday and Friday of this week.
Frankly, the very point I had in mind when moving this Bill in the first place was that if the
Parliament were to say that this sale should not take place, people like Christie's would not
be put to the expense of coming to Perth as indeed they have now been put ro. In addition,
people interested in putting in a bid for these vehicles - and they are worth probably a couple
of million dollars - would be saved the trouble -

Hon J.M. Berinson: What is the date?
Hon P.O. PENDAL: The latest date is Friday this week; the auction is in February next year.
The advertisement reads as follows -

Miles Morris of our International Car Collector's department and Roger Mdilroy,
Managing Director of Christie's Australia will be in Perth at the Hyatt Regency this
week from Tuesday until Friday.

Hon E.M. Berinson: Given the sont of timetable you are indicating to the House, and in spite
of my general disagreement in principle with your motion, I do not intend to proceed with my
intention to oppose it.
Hon P.G. PENDAL: In that case I am grateful. Having quickly consulted with my leader, I
think we should go for the vote. It will take no more than the next 10 seconds after I resume
my seat. I thank the Leader of the National Party for his remarks, with which I agree, and I
thank the Leader of the House for his indication of support.
Question put and passed.

MIOTION - SITTINGS OF THE HOUSE
E~xtension - Thursday I11.00 am and Beyond 6.00 pm

HON J.NI. BERINSON (North Metropolitan - Leader of the House) 15.39 pm]: I move -

That commencing Thursday, 23 November 1989 and on each Thursday thereafter
until notified to the contrary by the Leader of the House, the House meet at 11.00 am
and continue to sit beyond 6.00 pmn.

Hon J.M. BERISON: In practice that means that the Assembly is looking to complete its
business by 7 December, and in the ordinary course of events we would expect this House to
sit until the following week. In spite of the fact that Orders of the Day tend to look a little
frightening from the point of view of their number, the fact is that many of the measures with
which we have to deal should reasonably be disposed of within the period we have set
ourselves. We know from past experience that it is easy to allow the situation to slide too far
in the last few weeks by sitting into the early hours of the morning and other such ridiculous
things. This motion should open the way to minimise that sort of thing with longer sitting
hours at a more sensible time. The extension I am proposing is from 11.00 am on Thursday
with the capacity to sit on Thursdays evenings as wenl. I intend to indicate by no later than
Wednesday as to whether we will sit on Thursday evening. Given the approval of the Rouse
of this motion, we will start to sit fronm 11.00 am on Thursday next week.
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HON GEORGE CASH (North Metropolitan - Leader of the Opposition) (5.41 pm]: The
Liberal Op;position is prepared to support the motion on the understanding that the House
wants to rise before Christmas this year, so the House may rise on 7, 13 or 19 December,
dependent upon whether the House gets through its business. While the Leader of the House
is managing the business of the House, he also has an obligation to provide some sort of
timetable as to what legislation he expects to be introduced into this House. At the moment
one is required to look at the Notice Paper for the Legislative Assembly - which is provided
here, for which I am grateful - to discover the legislative program. If the Leader of the House
expects this Chamber to deal with all the legislation that the Legislative Assembly deals with,
members on this side of the House are entitled to have knowledge of that. If this place is to
be a House of Review, it needs an adequate amount of time to deal with legislation that is
introduced in this place, and we will have to institute some sort of cut-off date as to when
legislation can be introduced. Some negotiation between the Leader of the House, the Leader
of the National Party and the Leader of the Opposition may be required, but it will be in the
interests of all members if those negotiations take place. Members would be aware that in
this session, which began on 29 August, we did not have the Governor's opening Speech, so
the Government did not have an opportuity to set out its legislative program. I for one am
still waiting for the Leader of the House to advise members of this House as to the anticipated
legislation to be introduced into this House over the next few weeks.

The Leader of the House stared that he will attempt to advise members on Wednesday
whether it is likely that the House will sit after 6. 00 pmn on the follow ing Thursday, but it is
clear to me that members will require much finner notice. That is not to encourage the
Leader of the House to nominate every Thursday night for late sitting, but there are members
who have other appointments and obligations to attend to and this must be taken into account.
My reading of the Standing Orders indicates that the House probably would be required to
rise at 11.00 pm, but there is some uncertainty as to the Leader of the House's intentions
regarding sitting procedures in recent times. While supporting the motion in principle, I wish
to move an amendment to obtain a clear understanding as to whether the House will sit
beyond 11.00 pmn on Thursday night.

Amendment to Motion

I move an amendment -

To add the following words -

and in the event that it is intended that the House continue sitting beyond
11.00 pm, leave of the House is required.

HON JAW. BERINSON (Nonh Metropolitan - Leader of the House) [5.48 pm]: I have no
problem with the idea behind Mr Cash's proposal, but I see no reason to differentiate from
the procedure required on other nights. On Tuesday and Wednesday sittigs an extension of
time is obtained by a motion and not by leave. I ask the Leader of the Opposition whether he
would be agreeable to keeping that system uniform by an appropriate change of terminology.

HON GEORG E CASH (Noath Metropolitan - Leader of the Opposition) [5.49 pm]: I have
no problem with agreeing to the request from the Leader of the House. The purpose of
moving the amendment was to indicate clearly that I for one will not be taken for granted if
the Leader of the Opposition believes the House is to sit past 1.1.00 pm. I indicate to the
Leader of the House that members of this House have timetables and schedules to be
maintained which require some courtesy.

Amendment, by leave, withdrawn.

Mr CASH: I move an amendment -

To add the following words -

and in that event a resolution of the House to sit beyond I11.00 pm is required.

HON E.J. CHARLTON (Agricultral) [5.50 pm]: The National Party supports the
amendment moved by the Leader of the Opposition. We are heading into a problem area
because the Government has a lot of legislation in the other place. Thi-s raises two points:
Firstly, it seems to me that the Government has got itself in some trouble by introducing the
legislation at this late stage because a great deal of that legislation is controversial. That
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means that it is necessary for members of Parliament to research the measures and be in a
position to make deliberations from an informed rather than a superficial point of view.
Secondly, because this legislation is brought in at the eleventh hour, it creates a problem in
getting it to the other place.
Those two points indicate that we will have a problem, by anyone's wildest expectations, in
dealing with the Bills by the middle of December. It seems that so much of the
Government's legislation has problems when it is introduced which forces the Government
itself to amend the legislation. It should reconsider some of its legislation and possibly
withhold it for the next session instead of doing only half the job and having it sent from the
Legislative Council to the Legislative Assembly and back to the Legislative Council again.
All this does not portray the Government as a weUl oiled machine and does not allow the
Parliament to make decisions in the best interests of the proposed legislation. While I agree
to the extended hours, it is not acceptable to extend the hours and then have legislation
brought in, not only here but in the other place, which will exhaust the patience and the
ability of the Parliament to properly consider it. I suggest to the Leader of the House that he
and his colleagues have a hard look at their proposed legislation and see that it can be dealt
with here in a businesslike way. However, I acknowledge that we on this side of the House
also have a responsibility to ensure that we do not waste time. Nevertheless, in the first
instance the Government must ensure that it does not give us the opportunity to accuse it of
causing problems by introducing badly prepared legislation. A very good example of that is
the stamp duty legislation. We have already wasted a lot of time on that and wil probably
waste a lot more. Legislation like that should not be introduced here.

HON N.F. MOORE (Mining and Pastoral) [5.52 pm]: As Hon George Cash has indicated
the Liberal Party will support this motion, but I am reluctant to do so. I have been here for
about 13 years and I do not recall our having to decide to sit regularly on Thursday nights or
at 11.00 am on Thursdays, except on one occasion when we had a Sessional Order where for
a while we commenced at 11.00 am on Thursdays. We decided, when we reviewed that
Sessional Order, not to start at 11.00 sam but to go back to the original time of 2.30 pm.
because most committees of this House sat on Thursday morning. The Standing Committee
on Government Agencies, which I think the Leader of the House forgets about from time to
time, is currently undertaking two inquiries, one of which is into the State Government
Insurance Commission. It also has to inquire into the Statutry Corporations (Directors'
Liability) B ill introduced by Hon Peter Foss, and this is taking a considerable amount of time
also. That commuittee sits on Thursday mornings at 9.30 and finishes at 11.30. If this motion
is agreed to, at least half to three-quarters of an hour of that time will now be taken away
from that committee and its members will be sitting in the House doing the business that the
Government should have done before. I do not know why it is necessary to change the rules
again this year in particular. It seems that this Government gets itself into a bigger and bigger
mess with its legislative program each session.

Hon Fred McKenzie: We have never had so many comm-ittees before.

Hon N.F. MOORE: The management of this House has nothing to do with committees. We
are at this stage because the Government cannot organise its legislative program. It has been
the most badly organised session I can recall. So little legislation has actually reached here
that one wonders what on earth we have been doing.

Hon Fred McKenzie: It has been taken up with Opposition business.

Hon N.F. MOORE: I might read Hansard and find out what has been going on in this
House. Certainly, legislation has not been coming through.

Hon J.M. Berinson: We have taken an extraordinary proportion of time on Opposition
business.

Hon N.F. MOORE: What absolute rubbish.

Hon Kay Hallahan: So what are you complaining about then?

Hon N.E. MOORE: On the Notice Paper most of the items are Opposition business anyway
because we are doing our job. I draw the attention of the Leader of the House to the very
important work being done by these commirtees, particularly the Standing Committee on
Government Agencies. I have an item on the Notice Paper about prorogation which could
overcome the problems of this new sifting arrangement. The Standing Committee on
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Government Agencies, by losing the time [ suggested, will not be able to finish the work ic
has. Our agreeing to this motion provides another good argument that there should be no
prorogation of Parliament when it finishes sitting so that the committees can continue to
operate after the House rises for the next recess.

Amendment put and passed.

Question (motion, as amended) put arid passed.

WHEAT MARKETING BJLL
Receipt and First Reading

Bill received from the Assembly; and, on motion by Hon Graham Edwards (Minister for
Racing and Gaming), read a first time.

Second Reading

HON GRAHAM EDWARDS (North Metropolitan - Minister for Racing and Gaming)
[5.57 prn): I move -

That the Bill be now read a second time.

T'he primary purpose of this Bil is to confer functions and powers on the Australian Wheat
Board relative to the marketing of wheat and other grains within Western Australia. The
need for the legislation arises from the Commonwealth Wheat Marketing Act 1989 which
came into effect on L July. The new Commonwealth legislation repealed two major features
of past wheat marketing schemes, the Wheat Board's acquisition powers and administered
home consumption pricing. These have been replaced by deregulated domestic wheat
markets, while preserving the board's control over exports. The conbanercial and marketing
powers of the Wheat Board have also been enhanced to enable it to be an effective competitor
on domestic and overseas markets.

This House expressed strong opposition to the Convnonweaith's destabilising proposals for
the storage, handling, transport and marketing of grain. The evidence that the local industry
and the State would be better off under the Comnmonwealth's new scheme would not seem to
be overwhelmingly persuasive to the majority of local growers or this Parliament. The
unanimous support for this view helped this Government to press for and secure amendments
to the Federal wheat Bill, in particular limiting the Federal Government's marketing
intervention to wheat only rather than grain, while preserving the board's control over wheat
exports.

In bringing this Bill forward, the Government has sought to capture arid reinforce the spirit of
the resolutions which were passed during the urgency debate on wheat marketing in the last
parliamentary session. The theme underlying the five resolutions was the right of this
Parliament, and not the Commonwealth, to determine what powers should be conferred on
the Wheat Board, what arrangements should apply to the marketing of grains other than
wheat, and to the storage, handling and transport of grain in this State.

This principle is reaffirmed by the Government and for this reason it has not brought before
the Parliament a specific Bill to amend the Bulk Handling Act, nor listed a specific Bill to
amend the Transport Co-ordination Act; furthermore, Parliament is not being asked to
consider a specific Bill to amend the Grain Marketing Act.

These Acts and the powers they confer remain in place, except to the extent of the powers
afforded the Australian Wheat Board arnd other traders through the marketing legislation
determined by this Parliament. The bodies charged with the responsibilities under these three
Acts may move to enforce their powers should any parry seek to circumvent them. However,
the rules have changed with the passage of Commonwealth legislation and the domestic
trading environment has been deregulated.

In the interest of growers in this State1 the Australian Wheat Board will need to be an
effective player on Western Australian markets. Ifthe board is to be a dominant force, it will
need appropriate powers to be conferred by this Parliament, and it will need the loyalty I have
witnessed among prowers to continue. The trading and commerce powers of the
Commonwealth clearly extend to making laws relative to exports, imports and interstate
trade.
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Without Western Australian legislation the Australian Wheat Board would not be empowered
to engage in intrastate trade after I July 1989. Due to the long debate between all parties
involved in wheat marketing, and the late passage of the Commonwealth Act, this has been
the first opportunity to introduce State legislation on this matter. In the circumstances, it
would have been remiss of the Governm-ent not to have provided comfort to the growers of
this State by undertaking that appropriate wheat legislation would be introduced to empower
the board to wrade on the Western Australian markets with effect from I July 1989. The Bil
gives effect to this commaitment. Without appropriate powers under State legislation, the
board would be unable to enter into forward contracts with Western Australian buyers such
as local flour millers and stock feed compounders.

Sitting suspended from 6.01 to 7.30 pm
Hon GRAHAM EDWARDS: These intrastate operations, while accounting for only about
five per cent of a typical local wheat crop, represent a market for approximately 250 000
tonnes of wheat. Under the provisions of the Bill, the Wheat Board will have the scope to be
a dominant force and a much more effective player in all local markets, such as stockfeed,
than it has been in the past. This Bill will give the Wheat Board the same powers within
Western Australia that it has under the Commnonwealth legislation for interstate and overseas
trade, namely -

to purchase and sell wheat products; and

to promote, fund and undertake research into the marketing of wheat and wheat
products.

In a deregulated domestic market the Wheat Board wil require the commercial and
marketing flexibility to compete with private grain traders who trade in wheat as well as other
grains. Therefore, the Bill empowers the Wheat Board to purchase and sell grains other than
wheat and grain products for the purpose of trading on Western Australian markets. In
conferring this function, the Bill will require the Wheat Board to trade on the same terms and
conditions as other traders under the Grain Marketing Act. This will require the board, like
other traders, to obtain the necessary permits from the Grain Pool of Western Australia for
the purpose of trading in grains prescribed under the Grain Marketing Act on Western
Australian markets.

Annually approximately 100 000 tansies of wheat sold in Western Australia previously
bypassed Co-operative Bulk Handling Ltd and Westrail under stockfeed permit and grower-
to-buyer arrangements provided for under past wheat marketing legislation. These
arrangements no longer apply with the demise of the Wheat Board's acquisition powers. To
ensure the commercial flexibility remains for domestic traders and to enable the Wheat Board
and Grain Pool to compete effectively in domestic markets for wheat and other grain, the Bill
authorises all traders, subject to a notice issued by the Minister, to receive, handle, transport
and deliver wheat for use within the State, notwithstanding anything to the contrary in the
Bulk Handling Act 1967.
The Bill also confers - subject to a notice issued by the Minister - similar powers with respect
to barley for use within the State. This is consistent with the recommendations of the
ministerial commnittee which reviewed the State's grain marketing arrangements, and the
expressed wishes of the grower organisations, the Grain Pool, the Maltsters' Association and
private traders. Nevertheless, the growers and traders have available to them a highly
efficient and well established infrastructure in CBH to receive, store, handle, transport and
deliver grain produced in this State. It will be in the interests of these parties to ensure that
the cost economies this service is capable of achieving are fully realised. I am confident this
will be achieved, judging by the actions of and the feedback from the State's growers, the
Wheat Board, the Grain Pool, and private traders. With regard to grain transport for domestic
trading, the Wheat Board and other traders will be required to conform to the Transport Co-
ordination Act. The Department of Transport wil endeavour to accommodate the marketing
changes within the licensing requirements and, where possible, ensure that no grain trader is
disadvantaged in the administration of these requirements.

The Bill also provides for the Western Australian Minister to give directions to the Wheat
Board on intrastate matters. The Comnmonwealth Minister, with the consent of the Western
Australian Minister, also has scope to give directions to the Wheat Board on these matters.
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Special provision is included in the Bill to deal with crop liens. These tend to be used more
in Western Australia than in other States. The Bill will require written notice to be furnished
to the board by the holder of a registered lien, before any money payable to a grower by the
board can be assigned to the holder of a lien. The Bill also empowers the Wheat Board to
enter into contracts or make arrangements for the storage, handling, transport and marketing
of grain without being limited by any other State legislation, prescribed under regulations.
The Bill provides for the State, rather than the Commonwealth, to proscribe such State
enactments. Transitional arrangements between the old and new schemes are also included in
the Bill. These are similar to those included in the Comnmonwealth legislation. They
effectively roll over appropriate provisions of the Wheat Marketing Act 1984 to deal with
unfinished wheat pools at 30 June 1989.
The Bill also gives the Wheat Board power to deal with wheat delivered to the board before
1 July 1989, or wheat in respect of which a permit, authorisation or consent was given by the
board under the 1984 Act, as part of the 1988-89 pool for payment purposes. A review
clause is included in the Bill in accordance with established practices of this Parliament. A
sunset clause is not incorporated in the Commonwealth legislation.
Decisions which the Government would have preferred were not required, but which were
necessitated by domestic market regulation by the Commonwealth, have been made in the
preparation of this Bil. The Bill ensures the Wheat Board ca be a dominant and effective
player on Western Australian markets, and this is in the best interests of growers in this State.
I commend the Bill to the House.
Debate adjourned, on motion by Hon Margaret McAleer.

WILLS AMENDMENT BILL
Returned

Bill returned from the Assembly without amendment.

CRIMINAL CODE AMENDMENT (DECRIMINALIZATION OF
HIOMOSEXUALITY) BILL

Committee

Resumed ftorn 14 November. The Deputy Chairman of Committees (Hon Carry Kelly) in
the Chair; Hon John Halden in charge of the B ill.
Clause 1: Short title -

Progress was reported on the clause, as amended, after the following amendment had been
moved -

Page 1, line 4 -To delete "Homosexuality" and substitute "Sodomy".
Amendment put and passed.
Clause, as amended, put and passed.
Clause 2: Commencement -

Hon PETER FOSS: [ move -
Page 1, line 7 - Delete "or days as are respectively'.

I have already proposed a number of significant additions to the Bill and I would be loath for
the ones that abolish the offence to be proclaimed, and for the ones that give protection to the
people of Western Australia not to be proclaimed.
Holn JOHN fIALDEN: That would never be my intention, nor that of the Government. We
support the amendment.
Amendment put and passed.
Clause, as amended, put and passed.
Hon PETER FOSS: I move..

Page 2, line 1 - Before clause 3 insert a heading as follows -
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Part I - Amendments to the Criminal Code
In accordance with a direction from the House to the Committee, the Bill is to be divided into
two pans. The first pant deals with the amendments to the Criminal Code; the second part
deals with those matters that remain in the Act as it stands. The purpose of this amendment is
to insert that division into two pants.
Amendment put and passed.
Clauses 3 and 4 put and passed.
Clause 5: Section 181f repealed and a section substituted -
Hon GEORGE CASH: This proposed clause repeals the words in section IS8I of the Act in
respect of the offence of having carnal knowledge of any person against the order of nature. I
understand the reason for repealing this section and inserting particular words, but it is
important to recognise which words are to be deleted and which words are to be inserted.
This is the nub of the debate because if section 181 were to be repealed in its present form,
we would no longer have the offence contained in that section, which is the act of bestiality.
For the benefit of members, and for those people who in due course may want to read
Hansard and have an understanding of where various members stood on this issue, I will read
the words presently contained in section 18 1, which are -

Any-person who -

(1) Has carnal knowledge of any person against the order of nature; or
(2) Has carnal knowledge of an animal; or
(3) Permits a male person to have carnal knowledge of him or her against the

order of nature;
is. guilty of a crime, and is liable to imprisonment with hard labour for fourteen years,
with or without whipping.

Those words are proposed to be repealed and the following words are proposed to be
substituted -

Any person who has carnal knowledge of an animal is guilty of a crime and is liable
to imprisonment for seven years.

It was suggested at one stage of the general public debate on the decriminalisation of
homosexuality that this could in due course lead to the decriminalisation of the act of
bestiality. It was mentioned by some people at that time that during the passage of this Bill
there would never be any attempt to decrimninalise bestiality. That agreement is contained in
the words proposed to be substituted, and I am most grateful for that. My agreement to the
repeal of section L8 1 could be seen as an admission that I support the idea of taking those
words out of the Criminal Code. While I have regard for the total context of the Bill and the
amendments that are before the Chamber, I will not vote for the repeal of this section based
on the comments I made some days ago during the second reading stage, when I said that on
the basis of general principle, [ could not concede to decriminalising homosexuality.
Hon JOHN 1-ALDEN: This clause is central to what we are debating. I accept that in so far
as Hon George Cash has opposed the Bill, he must also oppose the amendments to this
section of the Act. There has been agreement amongst all partie 's that the offence of bestiality
will remain on the Statute books, and the penalty will be a serious one, as prescribed some
two or three years ago in the Murray report.
Hon MARGARET McALEER: Why in reinserting those words did the Government not take
up Mr Murray's recommendation to modemise the phraseoiogy, so that instead of "carnal
knowledge" the words "sexual intercourse" are used?
Hon JOHN HALDEN: The Bill had to be drafted so that bestiality remained an offence, and
the penalty had to be appropriate in termns of modem thinking. There is nothing sinister about
that. There was no attempt to try to do away with the Murray report. It was purely to try to
keep before the people the major issue that we were not decriminalising bestiality. The
Government, and me as a private member, still1 considers that offence to be serious.
Clause put and a division called for.
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Bells rung and the Committee divided.
The DEPUTY CHAIRMIAN (Hon Garry Kelly): Before the tellers tell, I cast my vote with
the Ayes.
Division resulted as follows -

Ayes (16)
Hon J.M. Benason Hon John Kaiden lion Mark Nevill Hon Fred McKenzie
Hon T.G. Butler Hon Kay Hallahan Hon Sara Piantadosi (Teller)
Hon Cheryl Davenport Hon Ri. Jones Hon Tom Stephens
Hon Graham Edwards Hon Garry Kelly Hon Bob Thomas
Hon Peter Foss Hon Margaret McAleer Koo Doug Wenn

Noes (13)
Hon George Cash Hon Barry House Hon P.G. Pendal Hon W.N. Stretch
Hon E.J. Charlton Hon M.S. Montgomery Hon RUG. Pike (Teller)
flon Reg Davies Hon N.F. Moore Hon Derrick Tomlinson
Hon Max Evans Hon Muriel Patterson Hon D.J. Wordsworth

Pairs
Ayes Noes

Hion J.M. Brown Hon J.N. Caldwell
Hon Tom Helm Hon P.H. Lockyer

Clause thus passed.
Clause 6: Section 183 repealed -

Hon GEORGE CASH: I have just been discussing this matter generally wit a number of my
colleagues and I want to make it clear that I intend to divide the Commnittee on a number of
crucial clauses. I want to make it clear to those who read Hansard which side of the debate I
was on. The same goes for other members of this place. This action may cause some
inconvenience to the Committee but I think because of the critical natur of this matter
members will understand completely the reason for the divisions. I do not say that by way of
an apology, more in the way of advising the Commuittee of the Opposition's intention.

Section 183 of the Criminal Code deals with the indecent treatment of children under 14
years. It reads in its present form -

Any person who unlawfully and indecently deals with a child under the age of
fourteen years or who incites such a child to so deal with him or another is guilty of a
crime, and is liable to imprisonment wit hard labour for seven years, with or without
whipping.

The term "deal with" includes doing arty act which, if done without consent, would
constitute an assault as hereinafter defined.

I must acknowledge that other clauses listed in the Bill and amendments on the Notice Paper
have some regard to indecent treatment of children under the age of 14 years. That will be
dealt with in due course. I oppose the repeal of this section.

Hon JOHN HALDEN: As I said in my second reading speech, and as Hon George Cash has
acknowledged, the repeal of section 183 of the Criminal Code is covered by new sections 185
and 187. It is proposed that these sections be put in the Bill as well as amendments by Hon
Peter Foss. The matter is probably academic as the Leader of the Opposition wants to make
his opposition to the Bill clear. I accept his right to do that but I can assure the Committee
that I have discussed the matter with Hon Peter Foss and the deletion of section 183 is
adequately covered.

Hon PETER FOSS: I did reinsert this section on the Notice Paper mainly to make it clear to
people what the differences were. It is obviously more difficult to keep track when one takes
a section out and consolidates a section later on. I removed that amendment on the basis that
the Parliamentary Counsel objected to that as an unnecessary drafting point. I satis fled
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myself that it was probably belt and braces in the way it was done. There is one clear
difference though, arid that is in respect of the age. In section 183 the age is 14 years whereas
in section 189(3) the age is 13 years.

Clause put and a division called for.
Bells ruing and the Committee divided.

The DEPUTY CHAIRMtAN (Hon Garry Kelly): Before the tellers tell, I cast my vote with
the Ayes.

Division resulted as follows.-

Ayes ( 16)
Mon J.M, Berimson Hon John Halden Hon Mark Nevili Hon Fred McKenzie
Hon T.G. Rudler Hon Kay Hallabank Hon Sam Piantadosi (Teller)
Hon Cheryl Davenport Hon B.L. Jones Hon Tomn Stephens
Koo Graham Edwards Hon Ganry Kelly Hon Bob Thomas
Hon Peter Foss Hon Margaret McAleer Hon Doug Wena

Noes (12)

Hon George Cash Hon Barry House HOG R.G. Pike (Teller)
Hon E.J. Chariton Hon N.E. Moore Hon Derrick Tomnlinson
Hon Reg Davies Hon Muriel Patterson Hon U.S. Wordsworth
Ron Max Evans Hon P.O. Pendal Hon W.N. Stretch

Pairs

Ayes Noes
Hon J.M. Brown Hon M.S. Monigomery
Hon Tomn Helm H-on P.R Lockyer

Clause thus passed.

Ciause 7: Section 184 repealed.-
Hon GEORGE CASH; In order to impress upon members the importance of this clause,
which is to amend section 184 of the Cirninal Code dealing with indecent practices between
males, I will read section 184 as follows -

Any male person who, whether in public or private, comnmits any act of gross
indecency with another male person, or procures another male person to commit any
act of gross indecency with him, or attempts to procure the commission of any such
act by any male person with himself or with another male person, whether ini public or
private, is guilty of a misdemeanour and is liable to imprisonment with hard labour
for three years, with or without whipping.

T7here is a proposed amendment to this clause, and whether there will be a division on that
depends on other members. While I oppose the repeal of this section I recognise the intention
of the proposed amendment.

Hon PETER FOSS: I move -

Page 2, line 22 - After the word "repealed" insert "and the followig section
substituted" -

" 184. Arty male person who int public commits arty acts of gross indecency
with another male person or procures another male person to conmmit in public
any act of gross indecency with him, or attempts to procure the commission of
any such act by any male person with himself or with another male person in
public is guilty of a crime and is liable to imprisonment for 3 years."

All I amn seeking to do here is use belt and braces as an extra precaution. It is believed that
the word "gross" does not add any more to rho word "indecency". If that is the case it is
sufficient to have an offence of indecency, which is already in the Crimnal Code, and which
would be offensive indecency if the act were committed in public. Consistent with my belief
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that we should keep changes to a minimum in order to avoid legal arguments about whether
gross indecency adds to it or not, I propose to put this section back in with the intent that
people realise the difference between the section as it was and as it is proposed to be. The
section as it is proposed to be comes with the deletion of the words "in private". Therefore it
would be clear to everybody that the difference is that gross indecency in private is no longer
a criminal offence in private whereas gross indecency in public still is.

H-on JOH-N HALDEN: This clause was originally designed to remove the word "gross". My
advice is that it is difficult to define the difference between gross indecency and indecency.
Hon Peter Foss has put to the Chamber tonight, and has put to me privately, that he wishes to
minimise the changes involved. I accept that, That clause was to remove the word "private"
from the legislation, and on that we both concur. I accept the amendment.

Hon DERRICK TOMLINSON: I have some difficulty with the deletion of this and with the
amendment proposed by Hon Peter Foss. While I understand that the intent in the original
amendment was to decriminalise what were called indecent acts, and while I understand that
Hon Peter Foss' proposed amendment intends to retain the performance of indecent acts in
public as a misdemeanour, the question of procurement is not adequately dealt with in either
amendment. As I understand the original Act, it is not merely the conduct of indecent acts in
private and in public but it is also the procurement for such acts in private or in public. The
amendment proposed by Hon Peter Foss deals only with procurement for an indecent act in
public. Is it intended that indecent behaviour charges which are now lad against people who,
for example, procure in public lavatories, as is a popular perception of such behaviour, shall
not be prosecuted at law?

Hon PETER FOSS: This proposed amendment was originally more broadly drafted.
However the procurement of acts of indecency and gross indecency is covered by section 7 of
the Crimninal Code. If an act is an act of private indecency, procurement would not be
covered unless it was covered in those items to which I have made further amendments.
There are a number of such sections in the code; for instance section 191 certainly deals with
procurement for the purposes of prostitution; section 192 deals with procurement for
defilement by threat, fraud or the administration of drugs, and section 193 deals with
abduction for those purposes. If one procures a person without any of those offensive acts
for private indecency, that would not be covered. All forms of procurement are picked up
under section 7 of the code. If there is an unlawful act, the person procuring that unlawful act
commits an offence.

Hon Derrick Tomlinson: So soliciting in public is permissible?

Hon PETER FOSS: No, that certainly would not be permissible. It is already illegal under
another section and under the Police Act.

Hon GEORGE CASK: I would like either Hon John Halden or Hon Peter Foss to explain the
distinction between a public place and a private place. In the general debate we talked about
a private place and quite often members referred to people's bedrooms. I have some
confusion about the legal interpretation of a public place and a private place, and I would be
obliged if that could be explained to me.
Hon PETER FOSS: The usual meaning of a public place is a place in which the public are
permitted. For instance, a public toilet is a public place.

Hon Derrick Tomrlinson: So is a hotel room.

Hon PETER FOSS: The hotel room itself is not a public place, but the hotel is. If the door is
closed it is not a public place.

Hon GEORGE CASH: I am more interested, for instance, in male bat houses which are
even charging as a public house in some cases.

Hon PETER FOSS: [ admit that would be a public place, but it is covered in regard to the
person who is the proprietor of such a place. If public admission were permitted, it would be
a public place. It is a factual case as to whether the public are admitted to the place.
Hon JOHN HALDEN: For a hotel room one pays a tariff and that tariff entities. one to
privacy in that room. Therefore, it is not a public venue and is a private place.

Hon GEORGE CASH: Without putting too fine a point on it, we now have two different
opinions as to what is a public place and what is a private place.
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Hon John Halden: No, we don't.

Hon GEORGE CASH: Hon John Halden made an interesting observation in stating that a
hotel room is not a public place if somebody has paid a fee because that is an important factor
in the whole debate. We are talking about the word "private" and leaving in the word
'.public". This matter should be cleared up for the benefit of those people who have
significant interest as to whether they might be prosecuted under this section of the code.

Hon DERRICK TOMLINSON: I thought the main point had been cleared up about the
amendment to proposed section 186. In respect of the explanation given by Hon Peter Foss,
which relates to a person charging a tariff for a hotel room, even though the key may be given
to the persons occupying it for their privacy and they may conduct themselves in an indecent
manner in that privacy, they would be subject to a penalty under proposed section 186 - in
which case the hotel room becomes a public place does it not?

Hon PETER FOSS: Proposed section 186 is not dependent on the premises being public or
private. It is concerned with the occupier of the premidses. If on private premises, an activity
is knowingly - that is the key word - conducted under proposed section 186 the person is
guilty of an offence. The matter we are dealing with at the moment relates to the act itself.
The term is one which is frequently used in the Police Act as to what is and what is not a
public place. I do not remember the definition chapter and verse as to what is and what is not
a public place. I say a hotel room is not a public place because a person allows another
person to enter. On the other hand, a cinema is a place where persons are charged money, but
a large number of the public are admitted at one time. Therefore, the tariff is not for privacy.
A hotel room does not allow the public to be admitted usually. Th'e intent of the definition
relates to whether the act takes place in private or takes place in public. That is something
that can be defined by law. It is defined as to whether it is in private or in public.

The idea is that people find those acts offensive if they are conducted in public but do not
find them offensive if they are conducted in private.

Hon JOHN HALT)EN: Regarding H-on George Cash's comnments, I do not believe Hon Peter
Foss and I have any difference in the definitions we are applying. That is clear in the
comments made regarding hotel rooms. The public are not admitted to an individual room
for which a tariff is paid. Hon Peter Foss tells me that the difference in concept between
private and public is well defined in law. I understand that to be true although I do not know
it to be true. There is a clear definition as to what is offensive to the public and what is not
offensive when done in private.

Hon GEORGE CASH: I do not want to argue the niceties or legal technicalities of the
distinction between private and public places. In due course that can be tested in the courts.
From the answers given to date I am unable to satisfy myself as to whether a hotel room for
which a tariff has been paid is to be classified as a public or private place. I would argue that
there is a good possibility that if a person invited a number of people into that room and
sought a fee from them, the classification may be changed.

Hon Kay Hallahan: How do you regard a hotel room when you go to one; surely you do not
regard it as a public place?
Hon GEORGE CASH: Hon Kay Haliahan is raising an interesting and important point, but I
hardly think my personal observation as to whether a hotel room for which I pay a tariff is a
public or private place will clear up this matter. Hon Kay Hallahan may raise her eyebrows,
but if we do not know in this Chamber tonight the difference between a private and public
place - I do not say that in a derisive way to my colleagues who have attempted to explain
their understanding of it - it seems that the definition will be tested in court. While
recognising the intent of this proposed section, and recognising that there is some confusion
as to members' general interpretation of private and public place, I cannot support this
amendment.

Hon PETER FOSS: I think the Leader of the Opposition's concern is a little strange because
section 203 of the Criminal Code states that any person will be prosecuted who -

Wilfully and without lawful excuse does any indecent act in any place to which the
public are permitted to have access, whether on payment of a charge for admission or
not;
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Itas already in many places in the Criminal Code. Section 204 of the Code states the
following -

Any person who knowingly, and without lawful justification or excuse, -

(1) Publicly sells or exposes..
These are words that are used regularly and add nothing to the burden on Western Australians
as to what they can do before they are affected by the Act. These words are in regular use in
the Criminal Code and the Police Act. They are words that people use and must learn the
meaning of for many purposes. There is nothing unusual in adding an interpretation that the
people of Western Australia are already familiar with as they are common and well known
words. They are the words that cause difficulty because depending on the circumstances, a
place can be either a public place or a private place and there will always be disputes in the
courts as to whether it is a public or private place. The Leader of the Opposition gave a good
example when he spoke of a hotel room being a private place. If, on the other hand, having
rented a room a person throws it open to the public, it becomes a public place. There is a
question of fact in each case to look at the surrounding circumstances to determine whether it
is a public place. We cannot say that hotels are private places and cinemas are public places.
A person could rent a cinema and make it a private place.
I make two points: First, it is a factual inquiry, and second, it is not an unusual or new factual
inquiry, it is a factual inquiry which arises in many cases under the Criminal Code, the Police
Act and other Acts.
Hon DERRICK TOMLINSON: The question of a public or private place is one we could
argue for a considerable length of time. For example, if one took himself to the mid point of
90 Mile Beach and disported himself Mr Foss would say it is a place where the public has
access and that person would be disporting himself in public.
A question of the hotel room becomes a little more complicated even though one might think
that payment of a tariff for a hotel room makes it a private room. The perception is that
hotels are public places because they are known as pubs, which are public houses. People
who frequent such pubs might find it offensive that upstairs these indecent acts were being
performed. One needs to think very carefully about the distinction between privacy and
public in that context.
Amendment put and a division called for.
Bells rung and the Committee divided.
The DEPUTY CHAIRMLAN (Hon Garry Kelly): Before the tellers tell I give my vote with
the Ayes.
Division resulted as follows -

Ayes (16)
Hon J.M. Berinson Hon John Halden Hion Mark Nevill Hon Fred McKenzie
Hon T.G. Buter Hon Kay Haliahan Hon Sam Pimntadosi (Teller)
Hon Cheryl Davenport Hon Tom Helm Hon Tom Stephens
Hon Graham Edwards Hon Garry Kelly Hon Bob Thomas
Hon Peter Foss Hon Margaret McAleer Hon Doug Wern

Noes (13)
Hon J.N. CaldweUl Hon Max Evans Hon P.G. Pendal Hon Barry House
Hon George Cash Hon P.H. Lockyer Hon R.G. Pike (Teller)
Hon E.J. Chariton R~on N.F. Moore Hon Derrick Tomlinson
Hon Reg Davies Hon Muriel Patterson Hon D.J. Wordsworth

pairs
Ayes Noes

Hon J.M. Brown Hon M.S. Montgomery
onBL. Jones Hon W.N. Stretch
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Amendment thus passed.
Clause, as amended, put and passed.
Clause 8: Section 185 repealed and a section substituted -

Hon GEORGE CASH: I would be obliged if Hon John Halden would explain the changes he
is proposing to section 185 of the Act. I think he intends to delete the words "with a
whipping" and change the word "wife" to "spouse". As I nearly got caught on the last
division by calling "divide" at the wrong time, perhaps he would be good enough to advise
Me.
Hon JOHN HALDEN: My understanding is that the word "whipping" is to be removed and
the word "spous&' is Co be inserted instead of the word "wife".
Hon DERRICK TOMLINSON: I note in the amendment the reference to conviction
depending upon corroborated testimony is deleted. A person cannot be convicted upon the
uncorroborated testimony of one witness. Without that we are dealing with evidence of the
person charged and the victim or the evidence of an adult male or the evidence of a child. I
understand that in cases before the courts medical evidence might be called to demonstrate
that the child had been tampered with in some way. If we delete the reference to
uncorroborated evidence how can we test the competing evidence of the child and the adult in
that circumstance? If the evidence is uncorroborated and one is seeking to distinguish
between competing evidence of two persons, what tests will be applied?

Hion PETER FOSS: The Criminal Code Amendment Act No 70 of 1988 dealt with all those
things. The draftsman has followed a policy change which has been made throughout the
Criminal Code by deleting the need for a corroboration of testimony. Section 31 of the
Criminal Code Amendment Act 1988 has already removed those words. Therefore Hon John
Halden's amendment is not changing that, it was removed in [988. It is just that one has to
find it in the amendments.

Hon JOHN HALDEN: I thank Hon Peter Foss for that answer.

Hon George Cash: That's one you owe him-

Hon JOHN HALDEN: Yes, one I owe him. I was speaking to the Attorney General's
adviser regarding this matter and a number of these sections in the Bill as printed have been
amended and of course the amendments are not before members and that does cause some
problems.

Clause put and passed.
Clause 9: Section 187 repealed and a section substituted -

Hon PETER FOSS: I move -

Page 3, lines 18 to 19 - Delete the words "child under the age of 18" and substitute the
words "under the age of 21".

The essence of this amendment to the Criminal Code is to change the age of consent of males
to 21 instead of as proposed in the Bill to the age of IS.
Hon DERRICK TOMLINSON: When 1 spoke in the debate yesterday I raised this concern
that we can treat 16 year old girls according to one set of principles and we can treat boys of
the same age according Co a different set of principles. The proposition that I argued last
evening was based upon certain behaviour being perceived to be offensive in terms of moral
values and social mores. I want to hear Hon Peter Foss and Hon John Halden explain why
we would treat a girl differently from a boy when all other aspects of the amendments are to
treat males and females in the same way, in the sense that they can be subjected to the same
criminal acts. They can have the same offences perpetrated against them but it is a criminal
act for a 16 or [7 year old boy but not a 16 or 17 year old girl, and Hon Peter Foss wants to
extend that to ages 18 and 19. Would the member please explain why he wants to retain such
a distinction?

Hon PETER FOSS: I have pleasure in explaining this one; in fact I am quite astounded that
Hon Derrick Tomlinson does not see the difference between a man making love to a girl and
a man making love to a ma

Hon Derrick Tomlinson: It is not something I have had much experience of.
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The CHAIRMAN: Order!
Ron PETER FOSS: I regard them as two totally different propositions. I believe that sexual
acts between males should be discouraged, not just discouraged at a young age but generally;
and it is not a matter here of conferring the same rights upon girls and boys, because I do not
regard the law's attitude to male homosexual acts as being a matter of conferring of right but
of recognising a problem and recognising that there are psychological aspects to that
problem. I would be horrified if the legalisation of sodomy were to mean that men were able
to engage in sexual acts with boys of 16. The reason for maintaining this is to protect people
from engaging in behaviour which I believe is undesirable and to protect them for as long as
it is reasonable to do so. It is not considered to be undesirable to engage in heterosexual sex
but it is considered necessary to protect young people. We are not comparing apples with
apples, we are comparing two totally different of kinds of behaviour; one kind which is seen
as being essential to the continuation of the human race which it is hoped would lead to
marriage and families and which is seen as being fundamental behaviour of our society.

An Opposition member interjected.

Hon PETER FOSS: I sincerely hope so too. However, we do recognise that occasionally
there are exceptions and people need protection. The age which Parliament has selected as
the age of consent for girls is 16. It is probably unrealistic to expect that that age limit be any
idgher. In the case of males no age at all has been acceptable. It is not a matter of raising the
age to about 16, it is bringing the age down from infinity to 21. We are doing this because
we are protecting people from a different set of circumstances. We are protecting those
people who have the ability to respond both heterosexually and homosexually. We are
protecting them from being pushed too early into responding homosexually when they have
the opportunity of responding heterosexually, of getting married and having a full and
satisfying life as a heterosexual person.

We are not dealing with two identical circumstances and it is incredibly simplistic to suggest
that we are. I am horrified with the suggestion that they should be the same; that to me is
quite abhorrent. I cannot see why the honourable member, while opposing decriminalising
homosexuality, should be advocating perhaps for consistency that we make no distinction
between males and females.
Hon DERRICK TOMLJINSON: I will try to refrain from speaking from my diaphragm, since
the honourable brothers and sisters are offended.

First, I am not speaking about the decrinuinalisation of homosexuality because we cannot
decrimninalise that which is not criininalised, and homosexuality clearly is not. We are talking
about sodomy. The point made by Hon Peter Foss in respect of the act of sodomy being
offensive when compared with heterosexual intercourse is a significant one because it was
the point I argued last night. Hon Peter Foss wants us to recognise that sodomy continues to
be offensive when coniitted with a person under the age of 21, but will be decriminalised
thereafter. The proposition I hold to is that if an act offends against the mores and moral
values of society, then it is improper for this Parliament to legislate to legitimnise such an act.

Hon JOIN HALDEN: I have the feeling that what Hon Derrick Tomlinson is suggesting
logically is that because sodomy is illegal until the age of 21, it is an abhorrent act; therefore
we should not allow it to happen after the age of 21. However, if we say that 16 is the age at
which females can make a decision about committing a heterosexual act, then he is saying the
same thing.

Hon T.G. Butler: It is wrong at 15 and okay at 16!

Hon JOIN HALDEN: Exactly. I find that a little illogical. I guess the member is entitled to
his opinion. I put on record in my reply to the second reading debate that Hon Peter Foss and
I do not agree about the significance of the age of 21 compared with the age of IS. [ am not
sure that there is any magic about 18, 19, 20 or 21. It depends very much on the individual.
However, we have a problem with the law; we have to draw the line somewhere. It has been
said that at the moment the line is at infinity. We are bringing down that line to the age of 21,
which Hon Peter Foss advocates, and which I would also advocate, but I do not agree with
his interpretation of where the line should be drawn because there are psychological, social
and maturity factors which have to be considered so that the law can
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specify an age when a person can legally make a choice as to the sort of sexual relationship in
which he or she wishes to engage in private. Although I do not agree with the member's
rationale for saying that 21 is the appropriate age, I reiterate that we are talking here about
decriminalisation and not the age of consent, and we: accept the amendment.
Hon PETER FOSS: I cannot allow Hon Derrick Tonmlinson's remarks to pass without
comment. The fact that something is offensive does not necessarily mean it is criminal.
Adultery has long been offensive behaviour, but it has not been a criminal offence for a
considerable period of time, and I do not know whether it has ever been an offence in
Western Australia. [ do not think that an offensive action or a breach of morality inevitably
equals criminality. It is recognised here that there is a distinction between society's attitude
to male homosexuality and heterosexuality.
Amendment put and passed.
Hon PETER FOSS: I move -

Page 3. line 23 - After the word "section" add the following -

with regard to a female child
This amendment deals with the proposition to change the age to 21.
Hon JOHN HALDEN: We accept the amendment.
Amendment put and passed.
Hon PETER FOSS: [ move -

Page 3, lines 24 and 25 - To delete the words "or 18 years, as the case may be".
Page 4, line 4 - To delete the words "child under the age of 18" and substitute "under
the age of 21'".

No doubt Hon Derrick Tomlinson will be upset that I have made the gender distinction that,
in respect of female children, it is a defence to prove that the accused person believed that the
person was above a certain age. My proposition is that there not be this excuse in the case of
male homosexual sexual behaviour.
One of my concerns - and it is also a community concern - is that people of younger age are
being preyed upon by certain homosexual men, and it is nice for them to be able to put up the
excuse that they reasonably believed that person was not a child but was an adult. This
proposed amendment removes that excuse. If a person wishes to engage in sodomy, he must
be absolutely certain as to the age of the other partner. That may mean that sodomy will have
to take place between people who either know each other very well - and that probably is not
such a bad idea - or between people whose age is fairly obvious. It is less likely to allow
casual sexual encounters between people of or around the age of 21, and younger.
Amendments put and passed.
Clause, as amended, put and passed.
Clause 10: Section 189 repealed and a section substituted -

Hon PETER FOSS: I move -

Page 5, lines 2 and 3 - To delete the words "child under the age of 18" and substitute
"under the age of 21 ".
Page 5, line 5 - To delete " 18" and substitute "21"
Page 5, lines 12 and 13 - To delete these lines and substitute "indecently dealing with
a female child under the age of 16 years, proves that the".
Page 5, line 32 - To delete the words "child under the age of 18" and substitute "under
the age of 21"

Hon JOHN HALDEN: I accept the amendments.
Amendments put and passed.
Clause, as amended, put and passed.
Clauses IIto 17 put and passed.
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New clauses 9, and I Ito 14 -
Hon PETER FOSS: I move -

Page 3 - Insert after clause 8 the following new clause to stand as clause 9 -

9. Section 186 of the Code is repealed and the following section substituted -

" 186. (1) Any person who, being the owner or occupier of any premises,
or having or acting or assisting in the management or control of any
premises, induces or knowingly pernits any person of such age as in this
section is mentioned to resort to or be in or upon such premises for the
purpose of being unlawfully carnally known by any man, whether a
particular man or not is guilty of a crime, and;

(a) If the person is a girl under the age of 16 years or a male under
the age of 21 years, is liable to imprisonment for 2 years; and

(b) if the person is under the age of 13 years, is liable to
imprisonment for 20 years.

(2) It is a defence to a charge to any of the offences definied in this
section to prove that the accused person believed, on reasonable grounds,
that in the case of a girl, that she was of or above the age of 16 years, and
in the case of a male, that he was of or above the age of 21 years."

Page 4 - Insert the following new clauses to stand as clauses 11 to 14 -

Section 191 amended
"il. Section 191 of the Code is amended by adding the word "or" at
the end of paragraph (4) and by inserting a new paragraph (5) as
follows -

(5) Procures a man or boy for any of the above purposes;"

Section 192 amended
"12. Section 192 of the Code is amended by adding the word "or" at
the end of paragraph (3) and by inserting a new paragraph (4) as
follows -

(4) Does any of the foregoing acts with respect to a man or
boy;"

Section 193 amended

"13. Section 193 of the Code is amended by -

inserting before the word "an" in line 1 "a male child or";

inserting in lines 4 and 7 before the word "her" wherever
occurring "him or";
inserting in line 5 beore the word "her" the words "his or"; and

inserting in line 14 at the beginning of the line "boy or"."

Section 194 amended

"14. Section 194 of the Code is amended by deleting the words
".woman or girl" wherever occurring and substituting "person" and
deleting the word "her" wherever occurring and substituting "that
person" or "that person's" as the case requires and inserting the words
"he or" before the word "she" wherever occurring."

This series of sections obviously was written at a time when it was either not thought or not
acknowledged that men or boys would be used for a sexual purpose. I understand it was not
acknowledged and that Queen Victoria would not accept that these things happened so
therefore one could not prohibit them. However, there are some practices which I believe
should be prohibited but which, by reason of the gender specific nature of the Criminal Code
as it stands at the moment, are not prohibited with regard to men or boys. The first of those is
section 186, but perhaps with your indulgence, Mr Deputy Chairman (Hon Garry Kelly) I
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will speak to new clauses I1t, 12, 13 and 14, dealing with sections 191, 192, 193 and 194
respectively, at the same time because really they involve the same sort of thing.
In section 186 of the Criminal Code the note in the margin refers to a householder permitting
defilement of young girls on his premises. The wording is rather Victorian, but the Code
says -

Any person who, being the owner or occupier of any premises, or having, or acting or
assisting in the management or control of any premises, induces or knowingly permits
any girl of such age as is in this section mentioned to resort to or be in or upon such
premises for the purpose of being unlawfully carnally known by any man, whether a
particular man or not, is guilty of an indictable offence.

The effect of this is to put an obligation on the owners or occupiers of premises not to allow
unlawful carnal knowledge - that is, sexual acts - to take place on the premises. It is different
from a brothel, where people actually gain some sort of commxercial advantage from sex.
This would pick up any form of unlawful carnal knowledge taking place on the premises. It
is interesting that people having pyjarna parties at their homes may in fact face a charge under
this section, but that is not intended to be covered by my amendment. I hope to pick up
matters such as the Beaufort Street premises where I understand people go to meet each
other, where if those people were under the age of 21 years the owner of those premises who
knowingly permitted that to take place on the premises would be committing an offence
under section 186 of the Code and be liable to a considerable period of imprisonment.
Section 191 of the Crimninal Code deals with procurement and says -

Any person who -
(1) Procures a girl or woman who is under the age of twenty-one years, and is not

a common prostitute or of known immoral character to have unlawful carnal
connection with a man, either in Western Australia or elsewhere; or

(2) Procures a woman or girl to become a common prostitute either in Western
Australia or elsewhere; or

(3) Procures a woman or girl to leave Western Australia, with intent that she may
become an inmate of a brothel, elsewhere; or

(4) Procures a woman or girl to leave her usual place of abode in Western
Australia. such place not being a brothel, with intent that she may. for the
purposes of prostitution, become an inmate of a brothel, either in Western
Australia or elsewhere;

is guilty of a mnisdemeanaur; ...
Section 192 of the Criminal Code provides that -

Any person who -

(1) By threats or intimidation of any kind procures a woman or girl to have
unlawful carnal connection with a man, either in Western Australia or
elsewhere; or

(2) By any false pretence procures a woman or girl, who is not a common
prostitute or of known immoral character, to have unlawful carnal connection
with a man, either in Western Australia or elsewhere; or

(3) Administers to a woman or girl, or causes a woman Or girl to take any drug or
other thing with intent to stupefy or overpower her in order to enable any man,
whether a particular man or not, to have unlawful carnal knowledge of her;

is guilty of a misdemeanour,..
That provision is not age specific-
Section 193 relates to abduction and reads -

Any person who, with intent that an unmarried girl under the age of eighteen years
may be unlawfully carnally known by any man, whether a particular man or not, takes
her or causes her to be taken out of the custody or protection of her father or
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mother, or other person having the lawful care or charge of her, and against the will of
such father or mother or other person, is guilty of a misdemneanour and is liable to
imprisonment with hard labour for two years.

Each of those is gender specific and each has an application if we think of it in terms of either
male prostitutes or male children being used for unlawful purposes. The idea is to make sure
that, to the extent that these are still relevant offences in Western Australia - and I believe
they are - in regard to women and girls, they should also be extended to men and boys. So,
generally speaking, it picks up the offences which are presently there for women and girls
and makes them applicable also to men and boys.

Hon JOHN HALDEN: I accept all those amendments put forward by Hon Peter Foss.

New clauses 9, It and 12 put and passed.

Hon D.J. WORDSWORTH: As to new clause 13, Hon Peter Foss is amending section 193 to
include a male child. The section presently refers to an unmarried girl under the age of
18 years. Will it apply also to an unmarried boy?

Hon Peter Foss: It refers to a male child, not an unmnarried male person.

Hon DiJ. WORDSWORTH: So is the intent of the Criminal Code as it stands that if a girl is
married she is fairly experienced so it does not mailer if the Code refers only to the
procurement of an unmarried girl?

Hon PETER FOSS: That is the situation, but I thinik the reason for that is that when a girl
gets married it is intended that she be taken away from her parents for the purpose of being at
least lawfully carnally known. That is why it becomes the concern of the husband rather than
the parents. It is subject to law and attitude.

New clauses 43 and 44 put and passed.

New clauses 18 and 49 rid heading -
Hon PETER FOSS: I move -

Page 8, line 13 - Insert a heading and new clauses 18 and 19 as follows -

Part 2 - Proselytising unlawful

18. It shall be contrary to public policy to encourage or promote homosexual
behaviour and the encouragement or promotion of homosexual behaviour shall niot be
capable of being a public purpose.

19. It shall be unlawful to promote or encourage homosexual behaviour as part of the
teaching in any primary or- secondary educational instcitution.

These amendments are extremely important. I draw members' attention to two sets of words;
First, public policy; and second, public purpose. The clauses use those terms advisedly. They
were used because they are terms that are regularly used by the courts in dealing with matters
of approval or disapproval of conduct. During the course of the second reading debate I said
that there is a distinction made in law between conduct which is disapproved and that which
is disapproved with criminal consequences. Conduct which is disapproved is regularly dealt
with by the courts and has a well known body of law which follows from the conclusions
being drawn that something is against public policy. I have drafted in this manner because it
seems to me very important that we tty to make the law fit the needs of society. The problem
with drafting something which seeks to take into account all possibilities is one inevitably
does not anticipate properly how it will be interpreted by a court and one inevitably misses
one of the possibilities. The other important thing about leaving it to the courts is that one
enables the courts to impose a standard which is appropriate at any particular time. The
courts will do that even when Parliament tries to pin them down; but they will particularly do
it if one signals to the court that we wish the appropriate ruling community standard to be
applied.

Perhaps I should first deal with the term "prose lytis ing".

Hon P.G. Pendal: I was going to ask about that.

Hon PETER FOSS: I notice that Hon Philip Pendal had called for a dictionary.

Hon P.O. Pendal: It hasn't helped me either.
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Hon PETER FOSS: It is probably appropriate to indicate what is intended by the use of this
term. I mentioned during the second reading debate that what was intended was to refer to
the behaviour by which one tries to convert people from one belief to another belief. That is
what I particularly wish to strike at with these amendments. I am hoping that by these
amendments I will prevent people from being convented from one belief about homosexuality
to another belief about homosexuality. I intend to do that by preventing under certain
circumstances people being subject to proselytising. It is important to look at this because the
heading of the part will have an important part in the way subsequent sections will be
interpreted.

I am seeking to strike at the encouragement or promotion of homosexual behaviour because I
am trying to prevent people from being converted from the belief that homosexual behaviour
is either wrong or neutral to the belief that it is right. This intent is perhaps even more clearly
spelt out when members consider the preamble. Preambles are extremely helpful in the
interpretation of an Act; they set the intent that is sought to be aimed at by Acts. That will
colour the way in which the court looks at all the other provisions contained in an Act. So
with regard to section 18, one of the effects of something being against public policy is that a
contract to encourage or promote homosexual behaviour will be void. Furthermore, if a
person is paid moneys and a contract has not been carried out, the person will not be able to
recover those moneys. Or if a person has carried out a contract and has not received any
money, that person will not be able to recover those moneys.

The fact that it is incapable of being a public purpose will mean that public moneys cannot be
spent on the encouragement or promotion of homosexual behaviour unless the Parliament
specifically authorises it being spent for that purpose. It will be not possible to set up a
charitable mrust for the purpose of encouraging or promoting homosexual behaviour. The
question is, however, what is encouraging or promoting homosexuality? That is a question
which I do not intend to answer. I believe it will be answered by the courts. For instance, I
can give examples of how I see this being applied. It is my intention advisedly that the courts
should use the standards of the community in deciding what is encouraging or promoting
homosexual behaviour.

Hon D.J. Wordsworth: The standards will be changing.

Hon PETER FOSS: That is so. They may be changing to a state of greater strictness or a
state of great laxity. These things happen cyclically in the community and it is important that
it remain consistent with the Act. This is something which is quite normal in common law.
We should realise that for the major part of our lives we are govemned not by Statutes but by
judge-made Jaw. Unless we commit a criminal offence, most of our lives are governed by
law which has been built up by judges over centries. They adjust that law from time to time
to be in accord with community values and standards as they are seen. Judges have the
ability to express the views of the comnmunity at a particular time. I do not believe that they
are quite as fuddy-duddy and conservative as people sometimes make out. Generally
speaking I have found them to be people capable of looking at the broad mainstream attitudes
of the community, able to be in accord with what they see is the right-thinking members of
the community.

So, rather than try to detail in any particular instance precisely what is permitted and what is
not permitted, it is the intention that this provision have the effect of cautioning people. It is
important that people keep their behaviour reasonable. There will be difficulties from time to
time in drawing a line - those instances where quite plainly someone will encourage and
promote homosexual behaviour; instances where something is plainly not encouraging or
promoting that behaviour. There will be instances in the middle where people have to make
up their minds. The most important thing, in this instance, is people will have to act with
caution and err on the side of caution rather than on the side of lack of caution. That is
appropriate.

What will be the effect of the pamphlets produced by the AIDS Council for the purpose of
reducing the incidence of AIDS? Quite plainly, those pamphlets would have to be drawn up
in such a way that they read not to encourage people to become homosexuals or to encourage
people to engage in a homosexual behaviour. They would have to encourage people to take
care of their health. In the course of that, the pamphlet may refer to homosexual behaviour
because what people have been warned about is homosexual behaviour. They are being
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warned that homosexual behaviour is capable of spreading AIDS and therefore it is capable
of being extremely dangerous. Therefore, the pamphlets will, of necessity, refer to the health
aspects of homosexual behaviour. They will point out to people that sodomy is an extremely
high cause of AIDS in the community and they may very well advocate that people not
engage in sodomy but in some other form of homosexual behaviour. Where the line is drawn
and how that pamphlet is drawn and presented is an important matter for consideration. I do
not propose to say where the line should be drawn. In fact, I think it would be impossible to
say that. It will be left to the commonsense of the people involved and the cornonsense of
the courts who may be called upon to decide the question. The principal effect of the law is
to require people to examine their own behaviour and to seek to comply with the intent of the
law. That is most important. The important thing is not necessarily the enforcement of the
law that we are looking to. It is far more important to look to a law which will be self-
enforcing because people know it is there and know that they must try to comply with it. It is
far more desirable, as a consequence of legislation, that people regard it and seek to abide by
it, and that we have a law which people try to enforce.
Proposed new clause 18 has important consequences as far as the expenditure of public
moneys, the setting up of trusts and the making of contracts are concerned. Proposed new
clause 19 is the most important as far as I am concerned in terms of the attitude of the
community. It is not limited to schools; it may be extended to any institution which educates
children at the primary or secondary level. It is not limited to Government institutions. It
will extend to any institution in Western Australia which engages in education at a primary or
secondary level. It does not extend to tertiary education. People may think that it should
extend to tertiary institutions. However, I would be loathe to impose any form of restriction
on teaching at a tertiary educational institution. I hope that attitudes and proper responsibility
in that tertiary institution would be such as to not offend the sensibility and beliefs of the
people of Western Australia. To my knowledge, to date, that has not been a problem in
Western Australia, However, I would hesitate to extend this new clause to tertiary
educational institutions.
It will be unlawful. First of all, people might say it is unlawful, but there is no penalty.
However, a penalty is imposed by section 177 of the Crirninal Code which provides -

Any person who, without lawful excuse, the proof of which lies on him, does any act
which he is, by the provisions of any public Statute in force in Western Australia,
forbidden to do or omits to do any act which he is, by the provisions of any such
Statute, required to do, is guilty of a mnisdemeanour.. .

Section 177 would apply to new clause 19 of the Bill. However, that is not what I see as a
principal benefit of this new clause. I do not see the principal benefit arising from the
provisions of the Criminal Code. I see the benefit arising from the fact that it is declared to
be unlawful and that means there are civil consequences. The first civil consequence is that
people can protest. The second civil consequence is that people can obtain injunctions. They
are important remedies. It has been said that not everybody will have enough money to bring
an action. However, I think that is taking a somewhat negative attitude to the effect of a law
such as this. If someting is declared plainly to be unlawful in a primary or secondary
school, I hope that most people, on having it pointed out to them, and certainly any officer in
a public institution funded by this Government would take the measure to heart and would
ensure that it did not occur. For instance, if a State school were to engage in encouraging or
promoting sexual behaviour as part of the teaching at a primary or secondary educational
institution and questions were raised in this Chamber, the responsible Minister would have
considerable difficulty in defending that action and requiring people to enforce it in a court of
law.
The situation may be a little different in private educational institutions. However, I believe
that theme is ample precedent in our community for the way in which unlawful conduct has
been stopped and the way that people in general respond to the fact that something has been
declared to be unlawful. I believe also that section 177 will have an effect upon the conduct
of those people by reasons of the declarations contained in clause 19.
Hon P.O. PENDAL: If I had been told a couple of days ago that I had been spotted
proselytising over at the James Street Technical College last Sunday, I would have denied it
immediately and asked to see my lawyer. I am relieved to find that what I would really have
been doing was what I was doing; that is, trying to persuade someone to my belief.
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Hon John Halden: Religious belief.
Hon P.G. PENDAL: Yes, and therein hangs a tale. I thought we were in the business of
legislating for the plain meaning of words. I have to confess chat, notwithstanding my
previous occupation, I had never heard of the practice of proselytising and I amr pleased to
learn what ir is. However, I suggest to the Committee chat that is not what is intended if one
looks at the plain meaning of the word under the dictionary definition because, as Hon John
Halden indicated by way of interjection, the word is used in a religious cannotation -

Hon John Halden: Can be.

Hon R.G. PENDAL: I am not sure that it can be. We rely in this Chamber -

Hon John Halden: You rely.

Hon P.G. PENDAL: No, we all rely because the dictionary we have is the best available.
The Concise Oxford Dictionary refers to the word. Itris more than semantics because it has
been said on a couple of occasions in this debate that, if there is any doubt in the future about
what the legislators mean, the courts and other people are entitled to refer to the debates,
That is why it is more than a matter of semantics. The definition states that proselyte is to
"Convert from one opinion, creed, or parry, to another" and then it uses the words to which
Mr Halden referred "Gentile convert to Jewish faith" and gives a few other examples about
the religious context of the word. It has taken me 42 years to discover what the word means.
If that meaning is as Peter Foss says it is - and I accept his word - and he seeks to implant into
the legislation a provision to dissuade and discourage people from adopting a certain lifestyle,
and to take steps to ensure that the lifestyle is not promoted - then we should use those words.
They are available to most people in society and have plain and unambiguous meanings. It is
senseless to inject into legislation a word that not only is out of the reach of a person with an
ordinary vocabulary hut, more importantly, a word that can have a quite different meaning
according to the dictionary. I certainly agree with this amendment proposed by Hon Peter
Foss because it is very positive. Until now I have opposed his amendments as a matter of
principle, as I have opposed the Government's proposals as a matter of principle. In this case
the amendment is excellent and I give my full support to it. However, we should use words
with plain meanings and which are not ambiguous. I do not intend to move an amendment
but I am surprised that my good friend and colleague, Peter Foss, with his knowledge of the
law and dedication to promoting the use of plain language, should fall into that trap.
Hon D.J. WORDSWORTH: I should liken Peter Foss to the person who developed nuclear
fusion.

The CHAIRMAN: Is it relevant to the Bill?

Hon D.J. WORDSWORTH: I remember reading a document about that person who thought
he was developing something which would be of great benefit to mankind. He later realised
the consequences of what he had done. That can be compared with these proposed new
clauses and the speech made by Mr Foss. He hopes that these proposed new clauses will
cover some of the other features of the Bill, such as leg alising sodomy; he hopes that he will
put the matter right by these two paragraphs at the end of the Bill. I am fearful that it is not
as easy as that. Mr Foss believes that section 177 of the Criminal Code will apply in the
interpretation of these matters. With due regard, that is his interpretation and he admits that
these issues will depend on the interpretations made by judges, magistrates and other people
involved whose interpretations may be completely different.

Many members are agreeing to this legislation ont the basis that these two clauses will
overcome the concerns that have been expressed about the legalisation of sodomy. The word
proselytising is interesting, bearing in mind the tobacco Bill which will soon be before the
House. There will be debate about colourful pictures of girls lying on the beach with
cigarettes hanging from their hands just in view, and their influence on persuading
susceptible people to smoke. No doubt there will be changes in the types of films which will
be acceptable in this regard. It could perhaps be said that the changes proposed in this
legislation will make homosexual activity more acceptable. I am concerned that these two
proposed new clauses will not overcome the concerns expressed by the majority of people;
that is, homosexuality will become more acceptable, and there will be greater acceptance of
its being taught in schools.
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Hon DERRICK TOMLINSON: I am grateful to Peter Pass for painting out the import of
section 177 of the Criminal Code on his amendment in proposed new clause 19, in that
proselytising in a formal manner would be affected by that section and the person engaging in
such instrction - the proselyte - in a primary or secondary school would hazard a civil suit,
and if it were upheld, would be liable to imprisonment for one year.

I was unable to find in the Criminal Code a definition of homosexual behaviour and this is
particularly important. When we dealt with sodomy the amendment to clause 6 was careful
to define sodomy in terms of penetration of the anus of a male or female with a penis. The
term "homosexual behaviour" is capable of many constructions. On the one hand one might
think in terms of chose sex acts which have been described in the legislation or in the
discussion of the legislation as sodomy, indecency or gross indecency. There is also
homosexual behaviour in the caricature of the limp wrist and mincing walk. Alternatively,
one might take a much broader view of the meaning of "homosexual behaviour" as the
adoption of a particular lifestyle. It could be a homosexual lifestyle, which might mean the
pairing in a stable and lasting relationship of male and male or female and female, a
subculture within our society, where the people are engaged in homosexual behaviour. It
depends on what is meant by homosexual behaviour in proposed new clauses 18 and 19 -
especially new clause 19 because of the impart of section 177 upon the person who
encourages homosexual behaviour as part of the teaching in primary and secondary schools;
it could be the very narrow definition of sex acts between persons of the same gender, or a
preferred and chosen lifestyle which is different from the norm but which is perfectly
legitimate behaviour. I would like Hon Peter Foss to instruct the Chamber about what he
means by homosexual behaviour in this context, because the intent of his amendment will
have very real importance if proselytising were ever prosecuted under section 177.
Hon GEORGE CASH: I join with Hon David Wordsworth, Hon Derrick Tomlinson and
Hon Phil Pendal in asking why specific penalties do not attach to the proposed new
clauses 18 and 19. Hon Peter Foss said we should refer to section 177 of the Criminal Code,
where we will find a penalty attaches to the disobeying of Statute law in Western Australia,
but if all the amendments before the Chamber might be described by someone like me, who
is opposed to any decrinminalisation of homosexuality or sodomy, as the bad news, and if this
perhaps might be described as some of the good news, because it sets out to try to prevent
people from promoting and encouraging homosexual behaviour, then why cannot a specific
penalty attach to these proposed clauses? For us to require people to search through the
Criminal Code to rind section 177, and then deterrmine if there is a penalty whereby an
offender will be liable to imprisonment for one year, is a situation where we are not doing our
jab. It could be argued that anyone who commits an unlawful act under these proposed new
clauses could be prosecuted, and in due course the police or counsel representing the
prosecutor will refer to section 177. In view of the importance we are attaching to those
clauses, it would have been reasonable for a penalty to also attach to them. The penalty of
one year does not necessarily lend sufficient weight to a breach of proposed new clauses 18
and 19.
Hon PETER FOSS: A number of misconceptions have been expressed. First, proposed new
clauses 18 and 19 will not be in the Criminal Code; they will be in the proposed Act, which at
this stage is to be called the Law Reform (Decriminalization of Sodomy) Act 1989. That
proposed Act has two pans: The first to amend the Criminal Code; the second to stand on its
own as a separate Act. It was not intended that the second part have any criminal
consequences. I am quite content that proposed new clauses 18 and 19 not have criminal
consequences. It was intended they have civil consequences. It is purely by way of
coincidence that section 177 can operate to imrpose also a criminal consequence. That
happens also in a number of other areas where something which has purely civil
consequences may have criminal consequences if two people agree to do it.

In response to the comments made by Hon David Wordsworth, it is important to understand
that these proposed amendments are an advance in respect of those persons who are not
happy about homosexual behaviour. We must realise that to same extent civil law
consequences arise from the fact that sodomy is illegal; but that does not mean it cannot be
taught in schools, or that it cannot be taught about in an approving manner. These proposed
amendments prevent things in respect of which at the moment it is not clear whether they are
prevented; and if they are, the degree to which they are prevented. It is quite possible at the
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moment that people could teach homosexuality in a school in a positive manner, and argue
that there is nothing in the law to prevent them from so doing. Proposed new clauses 18 and
19 break new ground. It is not a matter of taking something away and putting some of it
back; it is a matter of trying to establish positively certain principles which many people
believe are already there. Their confidence in the belief that the two matters I have stated
here are already protected by the law may be very much misplaced. It is important to make a
policy statement in this proposed Act which will have effect in civil consequences as a result
of these amendments. The people who write to members are not saying they want people to
be prosecuted for sodomy; they are saying that if sodomy were to be legal, certain things
would happen. Homosexuality is not illegal now.

Hon D.J. Wordsworth: Then why do we have this Bill?

Hon P.O. Pendal: We are talking about the promotion of sodomy.

Hon PETER FOSS: The people who write to us say that if we legalise sodomy certain things
will happen, as if they think those are already prohibited by the law. Many of the things they
are worried about are not now prohibited by the law. Proposed new clauses 18 and 19 make
it quite clear that they will now be prohibited by the law, not in a criminal but a civil sense. It
is clear that these acts are not criminal acts at the moment. There may to a limited degree be
certain civil consequences. I am trying to make it clear that there are civil consequences
beyond those which by implication can be argued from the present criminality of sodomy. It
is not a matter of casting aside and bringing back a bit; it is a matter of casting aside
something which I believe nobody wants enforced and putting in something new which deals
with the real concerns of people in the community.
Hon George Cash said, "Make it criminal." I do not believe it would be proper or appropriate
to make it criminal. I believe it is appropriate to have the mailer capable of being dealt with
by the process of non-criminal law. For instance, in terms of expenditure of public moneys
the Auditor General could come along and say, "You have spent money promoting or
encouraging homosexual behaviour. You have spent public money you are not entitled to
spend because you did not use it for a public purpose. Therefore, you have to put that money
back." The principle of self enforcement is most important. Hopefully, people will generally
obey a law, if they have enough self-interest, which seems to have the respect and general
approval of the general community.

Hon D.i. Wordsworth: They did not in the case of Rothwells.

Hon PETER FOSS: People may break the law, but that is a problem in society. I hope this
law will be followed. Regardless of whether one makes it a criminal or a civil law, people
will disobey it. In terms of Rothwells, the criminal law was disregarded. That indicates it
would not make much difference. In fact it is often more difficult to obtain a criminal
conviction and to stop criminal things because criminal prevention is rarely in the hands of
the Crown, and criminal prevention has standards of proof which are often difficult to
establish. Criminal prevention gives the offenders benefits, exemptions and rights which
make it far more difficult to secure a conviction. Frequently it is better to have a civil remedy
than a criminal remedy. At least that puts it in the hands of everybody, and ensures it is
decided on the balance of probabilities. It means that the decision being made by the court is
a balance between whether something is right or wrong for society or whether a person
should be sent to gaol for breaching the terms of the Act. I believe that in terms of protection
for the community, it is better to use civil remedies, disabilities, and the possibility of civil
recoveries through the process of the Financial Administration and Audit Act than it is by
putting it in the hands of "somebody" and by saying that somebody ought to do something
and one will prosecute for it. It is better to give all individuals in the State the right to do
something about matters they find objectionable than it is to leave it to "somebody" to
enforce it. This is not a drawback. It is a step in a new direction which I believe is
sympathised with by the community. The point most frequently made to me is that people
are concerned about these things and they are particularly concerned to see such things do not
happen. At the moment they are almost completely unprotected. This way the law becomes
much clearer than it is now and there will be some form of protection.
Homosexual behaviour is not defined. If I may refer again to the preamble, where it starts by
talking about sexual relations between persons of the same sex, it must at least extend to
sexual relations. That is, the two things we referred to earlier - sodomy and other forms of
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gross indecency. That is, sexual acts of some sort between two people of the same sex. It
must be homosexual behaviour, not merely behaviour of homosexuals. If the word "sexual'
has any meaning at all, it must be behaviour which is sexual behaviour as opposed to
non-sexual behaviour, and it is sexual behaviour which is homosexual behaviour as opposed
to heterosexual behaviour. One might say that if one did not have that meaning heterosexual
behaviour would encompass almost anything done by heterosexuals publicly.

Hon Derrick Tomlinson: Kissing in public.

Hon PETER FOSS: That could very well be homosexual behaviour if it has a homosexual
context. That is a very good point. In some contexts kissing in public may not be seen to be
homosexual. For example, in some ethnic groups it is quite normal for men to kiss each other
on the cheeks or lips, and in some communities it is not considered to be sexual behaviour to
join arms. Trying to define too finely what is meant by homosexual behaviour would
probably not be terribly useful in this instance because what is really being struck at is not
homosexual behaviour, it is the proselytising, the attempt to convert people from one
behaviour to another. I do not believe we will find the situation where the belief being
promoted is the one that males should kiss one another in public; it has to be opposed to
sexual behaviour as opposed merely to behaviour.

Hon JOHN HALDEN: Before I comment specifically on this clause, it must be said that the
Government will accept these amendments if Hon Peter Foss persists with them. I note that
the comments made by members opposite are different from the discussions I have had with
Hon Peter Foss. These amendments seek to strengthen the clause and decriminalise the
matters covered by it. I have tried to take out the vagaries and to make sure that the
unintended consequences of what the honourable member is suggesting will not be severe
and will be minimised. Most definitely, they will not be criminal. The honourable member
'and I have met on two occasions to discuss these two clauses, and, along with a legal adviser
from the gay law reform group, we have postured a number of questions for Hon Peter Foss
to answer. He has done that in one form or another to our satisfaction or to a lesser degree.
In tonight's dissertation he has answered a number of those questions in a very public way -

Hon D.J. Wordsworth: We have not passed that test.

Hon JOHN HALDEN: I am not sure what that means but I am sure it has great significance.

Theme are further matters which require clarification. I hope Hon Peter Foss will provide that
when I have finished. One such issue arose today in a radio interview in which we both
participated, in respect of the curtailment of freedom of speech or of the written word. I
would appreciate some comment on that. Specific matters were raised with me in respect of
publications such as 'Safe Sex" put out by the AIDS Council. Are contracts to support such
publications enforceable? Is the production of such a publication likely to continue,
assuming it is a health publication primarily directed towards the betterment of health? Does
that breach the clause he proposes to insert? Would that breach the funding of that body?
Does his proposed amendment make the situation worse, or more ambiguous, for the
homosexual community in regard to public funding? What evil is he trying to strike at in
proposed clauses 18 and 19?
The issue of proselytising will not cause great concern. Firstly one would have to go to the
dictionary to define it, but the issue is one of trying to convert from one belief, faith or action
to another. I do not share Hon Phillip Pendal's concern that Hon Peter Foss is dealing with a
word which is not definable. The word is clearly definable; it will not pose any great
problem. Proselytising does not cause me the degree of pain in accepting these amendments
as do some of the other terms that are vague. I hope that Hon Peter Foss can give some
clarity to these points. If he wishes to press these amendments, we will support them.

Hon BARRY HOUSE: Given that Mr Halden is a Labor member of Parliament and given
that the Labor platform seeks to promote a form of legal sexuality on an equal basis, how
does he reconcile the addition of clause 19 with that party platform? Hon John Halden
should place this on the record. It seems to me something has to give, and the Parliament and
the people of Western Australia deserve a statement on Hon John Halden's position.

Hon JOHN HALDEN: I am surprised that Hon Barry House raises this matter.

Hon D.J. Wordsworth: Perhaps Mr Butler should answer it.
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lion JOHN HALDEN: Hon D.J. Wordsworth has the wonderful propensity to add nothing to
debate.
Hon P.C. Pendal: Don't be so pompous; get on with it.
Hon JOHN HALDEN: I made it clear in the second reading speech and in reply that there is
no intention by the Government to promote or encourage homosexual behaviour in schools.
As I said last night, we could have been doing that over the last seven years in Government.
Of course we have not done that because the community would not tolerate it. It is not our
intention to do that. I suggest that a considerable number of our own party would not tolerate
it - most notably the Premier who has stated publicly his position. Before he did so, my
position in this Chamber was on the record. The issue here is not one of the party platform.
Hon Barry House: There is hypocrisy.
Hon JOT-N HALDEN: The party platform is about the decriminalisation of homosexuality;
that has been the case since 1970. I remember the two people who moved and seconded the
motion, if the member would like that trivia.
Hon P.C. Pendal: No thanks.
Hon JOHN HALDEN: That is the criteria which I have been given and asked to proceed
with during the course of this Bill. That is the priority of the party platform and to that end
that is what my actions are about.
Hon Barry House: I referred to the area of promoting the teaching of homosexuality.
Hon Tom Stephens: Where is that in the Bill?
The DEPUTY CHAIRMAN (Hon Carry Kelly): Order!
Hon JOHN HALDEN: I am happy to continue to debate the point but I have already made it
clear to the Chamber and to the people in this State where I stand on this issue, as has Hon
Peter Foss and members of the Government. It is not appropriate to go through the ALP
platfonn on every occasion we bring a eml to the House and to have the Opposition say we
are not adhering to the platform to the nth degree. We cannot do that and sometimes we do
not want to do that because it is not appropriate. We are carrying out the fundamental
priorities, and to that end I have pleasure in being responsible for this Bill.
Hon DERRICK TOMLIJNSON: One of the effects of the previous answer to my question
given by Hon Peter Foss is that large sections of the social studies and sex education
syllabuses for primary and secondary schools will have to be withdrawn and rewritten
because teachers who instruct in those syllabuses will hazard a civil suit brought by a parent
against the teachers for unlawfully promoting or encouraging homosexual behaviour. If the
suit is successful the teacher then hazards a prison term of one year. That point needs to be
born seriously in mind.
Hon John Halden: If that is a serious proposition you are putting.
Hon DERRICK TOMLINSON: It is a serious proposition and the consequences are very
serious indeed.
The DEPUTY CHAIRMAN: Order! There is too much audible conversation in the
Chamber.
Hon DERRICK TOMLINSON: Could Hon Peter Foss explain the impact of clause 18 upon
the distribution of literature, some of which arrived in the unsolicited mail I received in the
last 10 days? I draw attention to one piece of literature published in June 1986, "If it feels
good, do it safely", by the Western Australian AIDS Council as promoting safe sex to help
contain the spread of AIDS in our commnunity.' Certain safe sex activities are advocated in
the pamphlet.
Hon Mark Nevill: Who is it targeted at?
Hon DERRICK TOMLINSON: A particular group in the community, I grant that. Under
clause 18 it will be contrary to public policy and shall not be capable of being a public
purpose. The public purpose is to educate that targeted population in the community for the
public purpose of containing the spread of AIDS. What effect will clause 18have on the
publication of such material?
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Hon PETER FOSS: Plainly, what the sections are striking at is people being encouraged or
promoted towards homosexual behaviour; in particular proselytising - converting people
from one belief to another. I do not believe that the syllabus of any school needs to be
changed unless people are already encouraging or promoting homosexual behaviour. There
is nothing to prevent people being taught that homosexual behaviour exists, any mare than
being taught that murder exists or theft exists or any other fact exists. The facts are not struck
at; it is the behaviour which is encouraged to follow from those facts which is struck at.
There is no prohibition on the statement of facts; there is a prohibition on seeking to convert a
person from one belief to another; that the belief to which they are to be convented is that it is
an unacceptable fact of behaviour, that it is good to encourage that homosexual behaviour, If
it is stated in the syllabus - and I understand it has been denied in another place by the
Minister for Education - that people are encouraged to believe homosexual behaviour is
good. That would have to be changed. If that is the case, that is what I intend; that is what I
believe most people in Western Australia intend to be the case. If that is the case, that
illustrates the point I made to Hon D.J. Wordsworth; that is, some things are happening
already that some people do not want to happen. This may change that. As far as that part is
concerned, that is the intention. The intention is not to strike at teaching people facts but
teaching people to engage in that behaviour.

Similarly, there is nothing to prevent people from being told the facts about homosexual acts
and their effect on AIDS and being encouraged away from particular acts towards other acts.
The primary intent of that is to encourage people towards health. The concept of public
policy in looking at what the document is about is a mailer of looking at the document as a
whole and seeing what is the intent of that document. Ithe document were sent to every
man and his dog and included the statements without any preamble as to why they were
included, it would be a document encouraging and promoting homosexual behaviour.
However, if the document were sent to homosexuals with the intent of getting them not to
change their belief and not to encourage them to become homosexuals, but to encourage them
to engage in behaviour such as to prevent the spreading of AIDS, that would be a document
not intended to encourage and promote homosexual behaviour, but to encourage and promote
better health and it would not be struck at.

However, that does not mean that a document can be dressed up as one thing when it is
intended to be another. So merely putting at the top of the document "This is a health
document' and sending it to everybody around the place and blatantly advocating
homosexual behaviour would not be sufficient to avoid the law. It is a matter of looking at
the intent of the document. If the document were intended to be a health document and
functioned in that manner, it would be a health document and would be satisfactory. For
instance, a person could take a health document and write with it a covering letter saying,
"Forget about all of this business about its being a health document. I think that the things
that are set out in this health document constitute good behaviour and you should be engaging
in this behaviour not because of what it says about health matters but because of good
behaviour", it could be used for the purposes of encouraging homosexual behaviour. It really
comes back to a factual inquiry on what is the purpose of what is being done.

I am grateful to Hon Barry House for his question because it is something that I regard as an
achievement. Because the Labor Party is keen to have sodomy decriminalised, it has been
prepared to accept - not to adopt and embrace enthusiastically - as the price of the
decriminalisation of sodomy things which I consider are, as Barry House points out, contrary
to the Labor Party platform. However, Hon Barry House asked which one would have to go.
The Labor Party can continue to have as its platform the intent that the law should be
modified. People can always have as their platform that the law should be modified.
However, in terms of governing behaviour in Western Australia, there is no doubt which one
prevails. The Labor Party's platform does not govern anybody's behaviour except in the
intent of trying to change the law as far as members are concerned.

Hon Barry House inteijected.

Hon PETER FOSS: It might do all sorts of things as its next step. It might attempt to abolish
this Chamber. That does not mean that it will be abolished, nor does it mean that it will be
changed.

Hon Reg Davies: Is that still in their platform?
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Hon PETER FOSS: I do not know. Strictly speaking, that is irrelevant. It does not matter
what the Labor Party might nry to do next. I believe the majority of the people of Western
Australia agree with what I have put into the Bill which is to discourage homosexual
behaviour. I do not believe the people of Western Australia would accept any change in that
law.- I believe it is an important and significant advance to put into the law these matters and
have them plainly stated when they were not previously stated. I am grateful to Hon Barry
House for pointing nut what I consider to he a milestone of achievement in this legislation.

Hon John Halden referred to the safe sex pamphlets. It does not mean that the AIDS Council
cannot put out safe sex pamphlets; it can. However, they must be safe sex pamphlets. They
must be directed towards the health of homosexuals. They must not be directed towards
conventing people to homosexuality. He asked whether it makes the situation worse. I would
not be advocating it if I thought it did. I think it makes the situation considerably better. The
overall situation is considerably better for homosexual people because they are no longer to
be treated as criminals. I believe that there will be better attitudes in the community because
the fears of people with regard to homosexuals have been addressed in this Bill. He asked
what I was striking at. I am striking at proselytisirng. I am striking at the fear in the
community that homosexual behaviour will be taught in schools, promoted by contracts,
promoted by public moneys and promoted in trusts. The common thing that I have heard is
that those issues will become acceptable behaviour and I am striking at the possibility that
homosexual behaviour will become the norm. That is not the intention of the legislation.
The intention of the legislation is that people not be prosecuted for being homosexual.

With regard to proselytising, I have said on a number of occasions that that means to convert
people from one belief to another. I do not believe that the amendments will interfere with
free speech. I mentioned today that individuals in certain contexts will be able still to say that
they believe that homosexual behaviour is not only natural but good. There is nothing to
prevent people from saying that, but they cannot teach it in schools.

Hon John Halden: Or use public moneys.

Hon PETER FOSS: Yes, or establish a trust for that purpose. Those are the things that are
struck at by this clause.

Hon Derrick Tomldinson referred to literature and I think I have dealt with that.

Hon John Halden: Can I seek clarification from Mr Foss on the issue of contracts involving
homosexuals?

Hon PETER FOSS: There was a suggestion that two homosexuals must not be able to enter
into a lease for a house. I do not believe that that would be a contract to encourage or
promote homosexual behaviour. That would apply where people are homosexuals already
and they wish to have a house to live in. I do not believe that would be struck at by this
legislation because it would not be a contract to promote or encourage homosexual
behaviour. However, if a person produced a pamphlet - not an AIDS pamphlet - advocating
that people should change their beliefs from heterosexuality being correct to homosexuality
being correct, a contract for that purpose would be struck down. It would be contrary to
public policy. People would not be prosecuted for it, but the contract would be unenforceable
and that would have consequences in many different ways. It may not have a huge number
of consequences in some transactions but in others it may. The important thing is that it
causes people to think before entering into a contract whether th&' contract is one that
encourages or promotes homosexual behaviour. In most instances it winl be capable of being
decided. The example is often given in courts. of law that it is extremely difficult to describe
an elephant, but it is easy to recognise one when one sees one. Contracts for the promotion
and encouragement of homosexual behaviour are of a similar ilk - it may be hard to describe
in advance what they are, but when one sees one, one will recognise it.

Hon GEORGE CASH: Hon John Halden and Hon Peter Foss have given their views on
making proselytising unlawful. Hon Peter Foss suggested that proposed new clauses 18 and
19 will not be incorporated in the Criminal Code and he has given the reasons for that. I am
bitterly disappointed that it will require civil action to enforce new clauses 18 and 19.
Members would be aware that because we have to turn to the civil area for someone to
prosecute a breach of proposed new clauses 18 and 19 that person will be required to
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approach a law finn and rake advice. The law firm will prepare the necessary case and, in
due course, presuming the person concerned has die funds, he will engage that finn to
prosecute the case on his behalf in the court. Had we incorporated these clauses in the
Criminal Code with the appropriate penalty the police could have acted. Most people in die
Stare are of the opinion that the Police Force is there to assist in the upholding of the law.
The significance of making proselytising unlawful would have had the required impact had it
been incorporated in the Criminal Code.
We are now entering an area of theoretical conscience salving. We are suggesting to the
public that if they have the money and they believe there has been a breach of the law it is up
to them to prosecute the matter at their cost via the civil process. It is an unsatisfactory
situation and it certainly detracts from what I believe these proposed clauses could have
offered the community. In view of the comnments made by Hon John Halden it appears that
his agreeing to the amendments may have been the price for getting this eml through this
House. If that was the price. it was not enough and we have sold out the community.
Hon John Halden: You are wrong.
Hon GEORGE CASH: That may be so, but it is my interpretation of the member's earlier
comments. Obviously I will have to vote in favour of these proposed new clauses. I believe
they offer something to the community; however, by not incorporating them and allowing
them to be pant of the criminal process means than we have sold the community short and I
am bitterly disappointed.
Hon PETER FOSS: I am bitterly disappointed in Hon George Cash's attitude to this because
at the moment there is no protection in this area. People may think they have this protection,
but they do not.
Hon George Cash: You have made the point that there is no protection. I made the point that
we should have done better than we have done.
Hon PETER FOSS: This is a more practical and proper way of doing it. Previously there
was the possibility for a person, if he warned to stop this from happening, to go to a lawyer
who could have made a difficult case. It would cost twice as much and the case would
probably have been lost. Because of my experience in these areas I believe there is a much
greater chance of this being enforced than if it had been left to criminal law. Often when we
leave things to criminal law it is not enforced and that is the reason we are here. We went
from a stage of it not being enforced because people were not keen about it, to a stage where
the law was not enforced because society did not want to enforce it.
If we want community morals and values enforced the better way to do it is put it in the
hands of the public. There are people in the comnmunity who feel strongly about this and
there is absolutely no way in which they can make sure their views are promoted. It may cost
them money, but at least they have a remedy. At the moment they have absolutely nothing.
Itris very important that we give this opportunity to the community in a reasonable manner.
Giving penalties is salving the conscience, but it is not solving the problem. Giving real
remedies, albeit expensive ones, is providing a solution.
More importantly, these proposed clauses will be self-enforcing because people and teachers
in schools will realise they are subject to people bringing an action for an injunction. When
that is brought they do not have the protection given to people in the criminal process and
they will be standing on level ground with the person seeking to stop them. Those people
will have this Bill and its strong statements to support diem. Previously, at best they had an
implication from a criminal offence.
Hon DT! WORDSWORTH: Perhaps Mr Foss has persuaded me that the public are not as
foolish as he might think. He said they did nor have any protection at the moment, but they
do because sodomy is a criminal offence.
Hon John Halden: You are proving me wrong and yourself wrong.
Hon D.J. WORDSWORTH: I have hundreds of letters of proof. We are decriminalising
sodomy and including clauses which might save people. Unfortunately, I am still to be
convinced that they will be saved.
New clauses and heading put and passed.
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New clause 20 -

Hon P.G. PENDAL: I move -

Page 8 - Insert the following new clause -

Referendum required

20. The Governor shall not assent to this Act unless it has been ratified by
a referendum to be held in conjunction with the next general election
for the Legislative Assembly after this Act is passed and the provisions
of the Referendums Act 1983 apply accordingly.

For those members who have dropped behind in this debate this proposed new clause will put
people to the acid test about their beliefs. In particular, I draw the attention of Government
members to the intent of this new clause, which is that the whole of this Bill should be sent to
a referendum of the people of Western Australia before the Governor is empowered to give
the Royal Assent to it. It is also intended that the referendum occur on the day of the next
general State election.

Many people have put forward theories about this matter during the past couple of weeks1 but
no less than they did in L987 or again in 1984 when the matter was before the Chamber, and
so on back through the whole history of this attempt to decrimninalise homosexual behaviour.
That is what it amnounts to in many if not most respects - a question of people making
assertions; indeed, the introduction of the Bill is based on the assertion that the population of
this State is ready and willing to accept decrirninalisation of homosexuality. I disagree with
that. The only evidence advanced that the community was prepared to accept this Bill was a
Wesrpoll a couple of weeks ago. If I recall correctly, that poll claimed that in excess of
70 per cent of the community supported the decriminalisation of homosexual behaviour. I
am not aware, untless anyone can tell me something to the contrary, of any evidence in favour
of the move being pushed by the Government.

Interestingly I have just been banded tomorrow's The West Australian which states that most
people reject this idea. -1 would be interested to compare that with a survey conducted some
time ago. As I glance quickly through the article I see that I may have to correct something I
said about over 70 per cent of the population of the State being in favour of decrimninalisation
coming from a Wcstpoll survey. In fact, this report in The West Australian dated 16
November states in relation to today's poll -

The result of the poll contrasts with a recent survey published in the Bulletin
magazine which showed that 73.9 per cent of West Australians believed that
homosexual acts in private between male adults should be legal.

If that were the only evidence then to support the passing of this Bill, we are now confronted
with information which comes to us at the last minute under the heading "Most reject Bill:
Poll" as follows -

A clear majority of WA voters opposes the decrimninalisation of homosexuality,
according to the latest Westpoll.

Only 34 per cent of voters polled said they supported moves to deciinalise ...
It also states -

This compared with 57 per cent who opposed any change to the law, while the rest
said they were undecided.

Hon Doug Wenn: You are not going to put. much faith in that, ae you?

Hon P.G. PENDAL: I will put as much faith in that as the Government did.

Several members interjected.

The DEPUTY CHAIRMAN (Hon Garry Kelly): Order!

Hon P.G. PENDAL: I will come to that, Mr Butler, because it may surprise him to hear that I
would have accepted what a referendum of the people decided. The article also states the
following -

Labor voters were the only group where a majority supported a change in the law.
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So members opposite have something going for tern, but they should not go over the moon
because the article continues -

But even this group was almost evenly divided, with 48 per cent supporting
decriminalisation, just two paint more than those against change. Six per cent in this
category was undecided.

I could read a lot more.

Hon Doug Wenn: The only body that puts faith in that is Telecom, which makes a million
out of it.

Hon P.G. PENDAL: I challenge Hon Doug Wean to support my amendment and we will put
that to the test.

Hon Doug Wean: Don't bother.

Hon P.O. PENDAL: Hon Doug Wena is frightened to let the people decide, because like the
rest of the members of this House he knows that if it went to a referendum members apposite
would be annihilated. I would be delighted to see that referendum associated with a State
election and sooner rather than later because members opposite would be annihilated on that
ground, as well.

Hon Doug Wean: Hon Phillip Pendal would be delighted to do that.

Hon P.G. FENDAL: I would be happy to rest it and Hon Doug Wean has an opportunity to
support my amendment.

Hon Doug Wenn: It will be another three years.

Hon P.G. PENDAL: It may be earlier than that.

Several members interjected.

The DEPUTY CHAIRMAN: Order! There is one speaker on his feet so let us hear him in
silence.

Hon P.O. PENDAL: I would be happy to remove that provision and would try to persuade
some of my colleagues to remove the provision of holding that referendum in conjunction
with the next election if members opposite were prepared to hold it in the next couple of
months. I know where we would get with that.

Hon Doug Wean: Would SOS be happy with that or would that upset their plans again?

Hon P.O. PENDAL: I am happy to debate SOS with Hon Doug Wenn but what in God's
name it has to do with this matter I do not know.

Hon Doug Wenn: It was mentioned in a letter you quoted last night.

Hon P.G. PENDAL: I rem-ind members, including Hon Doug Wenin who was not here when
it occurred back in 1983, that his Government introduced legislation into this Parliament to
enact a Referendums Act. This happening predated Hon Doug Wenn by three years, but
presumably he supports the provisions of this Act of Parliament because the present Attorey
General is recorded at page 3764 of Mansard as saying when introducing this Bill -

The Bill has wider application in that its provisions would apply to the holding of a
referendum on any subject authorised by Parliament. Referendums may be on a Bill -

That is an interesting concept. Hon Tom Butler may laugh, but it is this Government's
policy. We have heard enough repudiation of the Government's policy tonight and members
opposite have as much guts in relation to these matters as in all other matters. Members
opposite are always frightened to put their policy to the test. Here is a chance for members to
put it to the test. That speech is all the more interesting because of a Bill that passed through
this Parliament a month or so ago because it continues -

Referendums may be on a Bill .. . or be required by an Act - for example, daylight
saving.

I notice that members opposite did not have the courage to submit that Bill to a referendum,
either. The second reading continued later on the same page -

Arguments in favour of or against the referendum question may be prepared on the
resolution of both Houses of Parliament in the case of a Bill ...
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I pause, because that is what we are dealing with here. This provides an opportunity for this
Labor Government to allow an institutionalised form of those arguments for and against to be
assembled as part of the parliamentary process.
[T1he member's trme expired.]
Hon JOHN HALDEN: I am surprised that Hon Phil Pendal has the gall to move this
amendment.
Hon N.E. Moore: It is for the people to decide.
Hon JOHN HALDEN:. After realising the motivation behind it, I wonder why he asks for a
referendum. The motivation is so that the Liberal Parry can encourage Bevan Lawrence -

Hon P.G. Pendal: Do not knock Bevan; he is the brother of one of your Cabinet Ministers.
He cannot be all that bad.
Hon JOHN HALDEN: We have to question the credibility of a man who comes into this
Chamber and says, "I want to go to a referendum." There is no nobility in a referendum.
Hon P.G. Pendal: You have a sudden rush of blood to the head.
The DEPUTY CHALRMLAN (Hon Glarry Kelly): The member will have another chance later.
Hon P.G. Pendal: You bet!
The DEPUTY CHAIRMAN: Order!
Hon P.O. Pendal: I beg your pardon; I was referring to him.
The DEPUTY CHAIRMAN: It is still nor very nice.
Hon JOHN HALDEN: We sit here and debate emls on many subjects. Do we want to put
every one of those to a referendum?
Hon P.G. Pendal: No;, we agree with you there.
Hon JOHN HALDEN: 'But we want to put this one to a referendum?
Hon P.G. Pendal: Yes.
Hon JOHN HALDEN: Why would we want to do that? Why would some members opposite
want to do that? They might want to do it because they have seen the campaign they have
run in the last two or three weeks, and I have been on the receiving end of it. It is a campaign
based on fear, on prejudice and on ignorance. It is a campaign of the lowest order.
Hon P.O. Pendal:- You would know all about those sorts of things.
Hon JOHN HALDEN: Hon Phil Pendal comes into this House and asks us to go down that
path. The campaign would not discuss the decriniinalisation of homosexuality. It would go
into why we would have a mardi gras. It would go into to why we would be teaching
homosexuality in schools and encouraging it. All these issues are furphies. None of them
has any credibility, and we have experience of that.
Hon P.G. Pendal: People would see through it as they saw through your Federal referendum.
Hon JOHN HAlDEN: The Parliament in Western Australia, like any other Parliament, is
elected to govern.
Hon P.O. Pendal: It is not; it is elected to legislate.
Hon JOHN HALDEN: It is not elected to defer decisions of basic right, such as whether
people will be treated equally before the law. Do we have to take issue on such basic,
fundamental beliefs to a referendum? Can the 34 of us in this House and the 57 in the other
place not decide on a very fundamental question? We have been elected by the people of this
State. That is what the Constitution provides. That is why we have a history dotted with
mankind striving to achieve individual liberties. We have had it in the United Kingdom, in
the United States, and we have it today in Europe. Not one member would suggest holding a
referendum on whether to rip down the Berlin Wall. We are talking about civil liberties.
Members come into this House and make the most outrageous suggestions -

Hon N.F. Moore: This is the most absurd speech I have heard!
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Hon P.O. Pendal: It is unbelievable, even for you.

Hon JOHN HALDEN: Members should sit there and listen to it. There is nothing to
distinguish this issue from other issues decided in this House. It is a basic issue -

Several members interjected.

The DEPUTY CHAIRMAN: Order!

Hon JOHN HALDEN: This is a basic issue which needs to be considered, as do all other
issues. It does not warrant the expense of millions of dollars. There is no need to go any
further than the debate which this House has had. There is nothing to distinguish this issue
from many others.

At the last moment the member who would deny the issue of individual equality before the
law rushes into the House with a Westpoll.
Hon P.O. Pendal: I did not rush; I was here. Someone rushed it in for me. You are
obviously blind as well as dumb. I was sitting here, unfortunately, putting up with the drivel
you were talking.

The DEPUTY CHAIRtMAN: Order! There is one speaker on his feet; let us hear him.

Hon JOHN lIALDEN: The honourable member does not have to like what I say. As the
President so often says, he must just sit there and cop it. We know about Westpolls. and we
know about this one. They are of dubious quality.

Hon N.E. Moore: It depends on the results.

Hon JOHN HALDEN: It does not depend on the result. The poll that I quoted was the
Morgan gallup poli. Members opposite should accept its credibility as Morgan gallup polls
do their Federal research.

Hon N. Moore: We have two polls which are diametrically opposed.

Hon JOHN HALDEN: As I recall the Morgan gallup Poll, the proportions of people
supporting the decriminaiisation of homosexuality in the country and the city were very
similar. However, in this poll 350 was the number in the metropolitan area and 100 in the
country. Already the poll is distorted.

Hon P.O. Pendal: The West Australian will not produce a pa11 favourable to the Liberal
Party. That would be quite out of step.
Hon JOHN HALDEN: That is an outrageous statement, but we will not go into that. The
member speculates about a referendum. When we were discussing one-vote-one-value we
said, "What about a referendum?" The member did not bite.

Hon P.O. Pendal: I could not care less. I would be quite happy to do that.

Hon JOHN HALDEN: What he wants in this issue is to establish the need for a referendum.

Hon P.O. Pendal: To show how wrong you are.

Hon JOHN HALDEN: These issues will be debated. The referendum will not be an
issue-based one. It will be a fear-based referendum. The member can go to the lowest
denominator.
Hon P.O. Pendal: What? The people?

Hon JOHN HALDEN: Outrageous statements can be made and they cannot be countered in
an appropriate way.

Hon P.O. Pendal: That is what democracy is about.

Hon JOHN HALDEN: Reasoned debate is what this place is about.

Hon P.O. Pendal: Not with you here, it is not.

Hon JOHN HALDEN: The member can make those cheap comments, but I suggest to him
that this Bill - and others, but this one particularly - has been the epitome of reasoned debate
in this House and outside it. We have worked towards achieving an end product.

Hon P.G. Pendal: That is not what you said in the paper today. You said the reverse. You
reflected on the debate.
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Hon JOHN HALDEN: I am talking about the 34 of us as members. Does the member have
that clear?
Hon P.G. Pendal: Yes.
Hon JOHN MALDEN: Good. We can debate the issues in a reasoned and appropriate way.
From time to time some of us may make outrageous comments, but generally we can have a
reasoned debate.
Hon PCI. Pendal: I proposed a referendum; is that the outrageous bit?
Hon JOHN HALDEN: Of course that will not happen out in the community. Out in the
community there will be an ill informed debate.
Hon P.G. Pendal: The people are too dumb, are they?
Hon N.F. Moore: That is exactly so; you say they would not understand.
Hon JOHN HALDEN: I wish members opposite would listen to what I amn saying. I am
clearly saying that this issue does not require a referendum. It is Rot different from many
other issues that this Chamber considers. The issue being debated here is not one which
requires a referendum; it does not require a constitutional change. The concept of these rights
are enshrined -

Hon P.G. Pendal: What about daylight saving?
Hon JOHN HALDEN: They are enshrined in most democratic liberal societies throughout
the world.
Hon ITO. Butler Would you agree that a referendum was proposed about the Curtin
division, or whatever they call it in the Liberal Party, as a result of divisions within the
Liberal Party about that -

Hon P.O. Pendal: Are you saying there is no division about it in the Labor Party?
Hon JOHN HALDEN: The situation is that we are not going to be -
Hon P.O. Pendal: - pushed around by the people.
Hon JOHN HALDEN: I wish Hon Phillip Pendal would be quiet. [ will not speculate about
the Curtin division or council putting forward such a letter. Members can do that for
themselves. However I suggest it is highly inappropriate for any person seeking to represent
the people to be saying that liberty and equality before the law are utmost when, as Hon
Phillip Pendal is doing by virtue of the situation tonight, that person does not believe in such
things. Hon Phillip Pendal is trying to develop a smokescreen in order to prevent this issue
being debated. However the lowest common denominator will prevail.
Hon MURIEL PATTERSON: This legislation deals with homosexual relations between
consenting persons in private, It was suggested to me last night that the homosexual
fraternity could be as high as [0 per cent of the Western Australian population. I know some
of these gentlemen and have found them kind and courteous. However there are others who
are not in this category. T'herefore I am forced to oppose this Bill. I do so not in order to
condemn but to protect the innocent, the weak and the lonely.
The DEPUTY CHAIRMAN (Hon Garry Kelly): Order! We are debating proposed new
clause 20 which requires a referendum. The member should direct her remarks to that clause.
Hon MURIEL PATTERSON: I am just providing some background reasons for supporting
Hon Phillip Pendal's proposed amendment for the referendum. My comments will give the
Chamber a better background picture-
My real concern is for young people who are coerced by bribery, a dare or intimidation or
lack of undersanding of what is involved into such a relationship and afterwards suffering
the fear and traumna involved with seeking help. They are the people for whom I want
protection. I am not alone in my concern, judging by the mail I have received. For that
reason members of Parliament do not have a monopoly on wisdom, and I believe that velry
important decisions should be the responsibility of the wider public. Prior to the election
many of our constituents complained of not having enough involvement in decision making
and demanded the opportunity to be involved through a citizens' initiated referendum. There
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is a lot of talk about democracy. It is a ward we bandy around. True democracy will take
this Bill to the people. I urge Hon John Halden and members of the Council to support Hon
Phillip Pendal's proposed new clause.

Progress
Progress reported and leave given to sit again at a later stage of the sittig, on motion by IHon
John Halden.
[Continued on p 45 L5.]

MOTION - SITTINGS OF THE HOUSE

Wednesday. IS November 1989 - Extended after 11. 00 pm
HON J.M. BERINSON (North Metropolitan - Leader of the House) [10.44 pm): I move -

That the House continue to sit beyond I11.00 pm to the extent required to complete
consideration of Orders of the Day Nos 1 and 2.

HON GEORGE CASH (North Metropolitan - Leader of the Opposition) [10.45 pm]: I
oppose the motion moved by the Leader of the House. It is clear thac if we were to sit beyond
11.00 pm, as suggested by the Leader of the House, in order to complete Orders of the Day
Nos 1 and 2 there is every possibility we could be here until 1.00 am, 2.00 anm or 3.00 am.

Hon J.M. Berinson: Would you like me to put a time limit on it?

Hon GEORGE CASH: No I would not. I would like the Leader of the House to start
recognising that we do not lie being taken for granted. The rules of this House, the Standing
Orders, provide that the House will rise at 11.00 pm. I had hoped that this matter might have
been disposed of by that time, but clearly members have a lot of comment to make on this
Bill and they are absolutely entitled to make those comments. Clearly they will not complete
their contributions by 11.00 pm tonight. Under the Standing Orders the Bill can be discussed
tomorrow, the next day and the next sitting day after that, if necessary, but for the Leader of
the House to come here and propose a motion that this House sits beyond 11.00 pm for his
own pleasure or leisure -

Hon J.M. Berinson: Do you think it is for my own pleasure or leisure?

Hon GEORGE CASH: I sometimes wonder what the Leader of the House is all about. I
think it is quite ridiculous and more than that it makes me question again the integrity of the
Leader of the House in respect of some of his comments about wanting to work as closely as
he can with the Opposition.

HON J.M. DERINSON (North Metropolitan - Leader of the House) 110.47 pm]: I think
Hon George Cash is pitiful. I seek leave to amend my earlier motion.
Leave granted.

Amendment to Motion
Hon J.M. BERINSON: I move -

T7hat the House continue to sit beyond 11.00 pm to the extent required to complete
consideration of Order of the Day No 1 or until 11.30 pm, whichever comes first.

HON GEORGE CASH (North Metropolitan - Leader of the Opposition) [10.48 pm): All I
can say in rejecting the proposition put forward by the Leader of the House -

Hon J.M. Berinson: Tough George. Macho George.

Hon GEORGE CASH: No. not "Tough George". The Leader of the House is a bad loser and
he knows it. What did the Leader of the House say yesterday when I suggested he was
running from things?

Hon J.M. Berinson: Tough, macho George. What an aggressive leader. You are pitiful.

Hon GEORGE CASH: The Leader of the House should go away.

Several members interjected.

The PRESIDENT: Order! We could be here until 11.30 pm just trying to get some order and
decorumt in this place.
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Hon GEORGE CASH: In opposing the amendment to the motion put forward by the Leader
of the House, it is not a case of "tough me" or "tough him" or "tough anyone"; it is a case of
the Leader of the House recognising chat there are Standing Orders in this place. Members
are entitled to believe chat the House will rise at 11.00 pm, as is stated in the Standing Orders.
For the Leader of the House to try to extend that to an unlimited period beyond I11.00 pm is
ridiculous. However two seconds later, realising that he has lost that one, to then change that
to 11.30 pm. is a desperate way of doing business. Now that the Leader of the House has
realised he has lost the amendment to the motion to allow the House to rise at 11.30 pm, I
wonder whether we will see him amend that amendment to 11. 15 pmn. The Leader of the
House is trying to chip away to break down -

Hon TOG. Butler: God, you are a whinger.

Hon I.M. Berinson: You are a joke.
Hon GEORGE CASH: - the precedents established in this House over a long time. The
Leader of the House can call me a joke as long as he understands that I intend to support the
motion that the House rise at 11.00 pm.

Question put and a division taken with the following result -

Ayes ( 14)
Hon J.M. Berinson Hion John Hatden Hon Garry Kelly Hon BobThom as
Hon T.G. Butler Hon Kay Hallaban Hon Mark NeviUl Hon Fred McKenzie
Hon Cheryl Davenport Hon Tom Helm Hon Sam Piantadosi (Teller)
Hon Graham Edwards Hon B.L. Jones Hon Tom Stephens

Noes (15)
Hon J.N. Caldwell Hon Max Evans Hon NYF Moore Hon Derrick Tomlinson
Hon George Cash Hon Peter Foss Hon Muriel Patterson Hon D.J Wordsworth
Hon E.J. Chtkon Hon Barry House Hon P.G. Pendal Hon Margaret McAleer
Hon Reg Davies Hon P.H. Lockyer Hon ROG. Pike . (Teller)

pairs
Ayes Noes

Hon J.M. Brown Hon M.S. Montgomery
Hon Doug Wenn Hon W.N. Stretch

Question thus negatived.

CRUIMINAL CODE AMENDMENT (DECRIMINALIZATION OF
HOMOSEXUALITY) BILL

Committee
Resumed from an earlier stage of the sitting. The Deputy Chairman of Commuittees
(Hon Garry Kelly) in the Chair; Hon John Halden in charge of the B ill.
New clause 20 -

Progress was reported after the clause had been partly considered.

Hon P.G. PENDAL: Prior, to these procedural matters, I suggested we were subjected to an
extraordinary range of arguments by Hon John Halden.
The DEPUTY CHAIR.MAN: It being 10.55 pm, I must report progress.

Progress

Pursuant to Sessional Orders, progress reported and leave given to sit again.
House adjourned a: 10.56pm
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QUESTIONS ON NOTICE

BROOME AIRPORT - BROOME SHIRE COUNCIL
Private Developers - Signed Sate Agreement

788. Hon P4-. LOCKYER co the Minister for Local Government:
(1) Has an agreement been signed with the Broomne Shire Council to allow the

shire to sell the Broome airport site to private developers?
(2) If not, what is the reason for the delay?
Hon KAY H-ALLAHAN replied:
(1) No.
(2) The terms of the final agreements are still being negotiated by the parties.

QUESTIONS WITHOUT NOTICE

PRISONS - CASUARINA
Con struction Timetable - Inadequate Space

425. Hon GEORGE CASH to the Minister for Corrective Services:
(1) Will the Minister advise the House of the current construction timetable for

Casuarina Prison?
(2) Is he aware of suggestions in a newspaper the other day that inadequate prison

space has been catered for for the next seven years?
HonJ.M. BERINSON replied:
(1) The latest advice I received was that the completion of Casuauina Prison could

not now be expected until close to the end of 1990. Our original aim was
January or February but substantial delays have arisen, giving rise to the
current anticipated date.

(2) 1 did note the newspaper articles, but I believe the way the subject was
presented tended to obscure the position we face with prison accommodation.
It was never suggested that Casuarina Prison would meet the long term needs
of maximum security prison accommodation in Western Australia. In fact, the
main objective in approving that prison was to allow the closure of Fremantle
Prison- For that reason it was originally proposed as an initial phase to have
accommodation of about 300 at Casuarina with capacity for extension to 400
later. The number of 300 represents, in round figures, the muster at Fremantle
Prison and quite soon after the construction of Casuarina commenced it
became clear that the proposed extension was really going to be required as
soon as Casuarina was completed. At the point that Casuarina is completed
our maximum security accommodation facilities should fully meet our
requirements.
Looking ahead, as we must continue to do, all projections suggest that there
will be fuirther growth in the population requiring maximum security facilities
and in round figures, with current population growth and other factors, that
can be expected to increase at a rate of about 30 a year. That is purely rule of
thumb. In other words, by the time Casuarina is opened it will already be
necessary to be planning for another maximum security prison and the size of
the accommodation to be built initially at that prison will really depend on a
judgment made at that timne as to how far the forward planning should be
taken-

PRISONS - FREMANTLE
Closure

426. Hon GEORGE CASH to the Minister for Corrective Services:
When is it anticipated that Fremamnle Prison will be closed?
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Hon IFM. BERINSON replied:

When Casuarina Prison is opened.
PRISONS - FREMANTLE

Closure Date

427. Hon GEORGE CASH to the Minister for Corrective Services;

Further to my previous question and as much as the Minister's answer might
have been a smart answer, could he give a date when Fremanule Prison might
be closed?

Hon J.M. BERINSON replied:

I was quite serious and I was not attempting to provide a smart answer.
Hon George Cash: You weren't smart either.

Hon J.M. BERINSON: I said it was anticipated that Fremantle Prison would be
closed when Casuarina Prison was opened. I previously indicated that, under
curret advice, it would be closed towards the end of 1990. As I cannot give a
precise date for the opening of Casuarina I cannot give a precise date for the
closing of Fremantle Prison. The point that is made on this issue is that there
is no suggestion in the planning by the Department of Corrective Services that
Casuarina and Fremantle Prisons should both remain open at the same time.
In other words, when Casuarina is ready to accept prisoners the first intake
will be by way of transfer from Fremnantle, and Fremantle will then be
decommissioned.

POLICE - DEPUTY COMIMISSIONER
Police Electronic Surveillance - Government Endorsement

428. Hon E.J. CH-ARLTON to the Minister for Spot and Recreation:

Further to the comment he made earlier about the public statement of
confidence in the Commissioner of Police by the assistant commissioners,
does the Government fully endorse the action currently raking place against
Mr Peters?

Hon GRAHAM EDWARDS replied:

That is a question that properly needs to be directed to the Minister for Police
and Emergency Services.

Hon George Cash: It sounds like the answer is no.

LAND - CROWN, CARNAR VON AREA
Pavich, Mcr - Purchase Application

429. Hon P.11 LOCKYER to the Minister for Lands:

(1) Is the Minister in a position to inform me whether a decision has been taken
on an application she has from Mr Pavich in Carnarvon to buy Crown land
adjacent to his property?

(2) If he is able to purchase it, when is the deal expected to be completed?

Hon KAY H-ALLAHAN replied:

1 thank the member for notice of this question which deals with a matter he
has been pursuing for some time. Mr Pavich is seeking portion of
Reserve 38377 set aside for regeneration purposes. The area of land sought
adjoins a parcel of freehold land which is owned by Mr Pavich. In
considering Mr Pavich's application for the land it has been necessary to seek
clearance from various Government departments and the Shire of Carnarvon.
Concern about the possible release of the land was raised by the Water
Authority of Western Australia which has since given agreement to the release
of the land. Agreement has also been reached with other relevant departments
and the shire, except the Department of Planning and Urban
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Development which has concerns about road widening and rationalisation of
the balance of the reserve. The matter will shortly be resubmitted to the
Department of Planning and Urban Development with clarification of minor
issues raised in its earlier consideration of the application. Provided that
approval is given the Department of Land Administration will proceed with
the survey, excision from. Reserve 38377 and other release action. I cannot
give a specific date. The matter is being expedited and is closer than it has
ever been to resolution. Perhaps the honourable member could convey to Mr
Pavich the fact that the matter is in band and heading in a direction which
should result in a satisfactory outcome at an early date.
STAMP DUTY - STATE TAXATION COMMISSIONER

New Charges - Stamp Amendment Bill (No 3)
430. Hon MAX EVANS to the Minister for Budget Management:

(1) Is he aware that the State Taxation Commissioner has been charging stamp
duty from 1 November based on an interpretation of the new Stamp
Amendment Bill (No 3)?

(2) If so, will instructions be given that the duty should be refunded now, or is he
contemplating an amendment becoming effective from 1 December?

Hon 5.M. BERINSON replied:
(1)-(2)

1 am not conscious of the fact that amendments 1 have listed have the effect of
deferring implementation of the new mortgage duty rate. That was certainly
not my intention in drafting the amendment. I will check the position and, if
the member would like to put his question on notice, I will supply any further
information.

STAMP DUTY - STATE TAXATION COMMISSIONER
New Charges - Stamp Amendment Bill (No 3)

431. Hon MAX EVANS to the Minister for Budget Management:
I was not referring to Stamp Amendment Bill (No 4) but Stamp Amendment
Bill (No 3) under which one will be paying stamp duty on chattels. I
understand some have been assessed.

Hon J.M. Berinson: Are you asking whether that duty is now being charged?
Hon MAX EVANS: Yes.
Hon J.M. BERINSON replied:

I misunderstood the question asked by Hon Max Evans. I thought he was
asking whether the stamp duty changes effected by Stamp Amendment Bill
(No 4) were already being charged. That Bill related to mortgage duty only.
Stamp Amendment Bill (No 3), which appears on the Notice Paper today,
relates to the levy of duty on such things as chattels and goodwill. This Bill
was drafted to take effect from I November and ini that respect [ have listed
amendments to defer any increases in duty arising from Stamp Amendment
Bill (No 3) to 1 December.
My advice from the Commissioner of State Taxation is chat documents dealing
with the matters covered by Stamp Amendment Bill (No 3) are being charged
duty at the old rate. It is still proposed that the changes in Stamp Amendment
Bill (No 3) operate from 1 November where they involve a concession. It is in
relation to those limited items that the commissioner is proceeding on the basis
that the concessions will be agreed to. The amendments I have listed will
validate that.

MARKETS - CANNING VALE
Minister for Local Government - Jurisdiction

432. Hon BARRY HOUSE to the Minister for Local Government.
Can she inform the House whether the new Metropolitan Markets at Canning
Vale come under her jurisdiction?,
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Hon KAY HALLAHAN replied:
I do not think so because I have not had much to do with the markers. I
suspect they come under the Minister for Agriculture.

AGED - BUREAU FOR THE AGED
Old Age Homes, Sport and Recreation Facilities - Financial Assistance

433. Hon W.N. STRETCH to the Minister for The Aged:
Does the Bureau for the Aged assist financially or in a planning capacity with
the provision of sports and recreation facilities for aged people's homes?

Hon KAY ILALLAHAN replied:
I make clear to members chat the Bureau for the Aged is a policy unit
developing responses for Government very often to fill gaps in services or
new areas of policy development. What we have tried to do, and are
committed to doing, is to leave services with the mainstream departments. For
example, I suspect the programs Hon Bill Stretch refers to are funded by the
Health Department. There is also a program of recreation for over 55s
conducted by the Ministry of Sport and Recreation. The bureau is certainly
not involved in that sort of service delivery.

SPORT AND RECREATION - OVER 55s PROGRAM
Program Details'

434. Hon WYN. STRETCH to the Minister for Sport and Recreation:
Will he outline how that over 55s program works, because it is more
recreation than sport? Is help available either by way of planning, or
installation for things such as croquet greens?

Hon GRAHAM EDWARDS replied:
The over 55s program is run by the Ministry of Sport and Recreation. It is an
active program designed more for people who can get our and into programs
at the locations where they are being run. These include programs such as
gliding, dancing, bushwalking, cycling, canoeing, and other fairly active
sports. The sorts of programs the member is talking about are run from time
to time by groups such as the Australian Council for Health, Physical
Education and Recreation (ACHPER), which is a group with some
responsibility for health and physical education programs. I have been
involved with a program it was doing with a group of people at a nursing
home, If there is any group in any particular home which escapes the sorts of
programs the ministry is running I would be happy to learn about that and
keen to pursue the matter.

INTEREST RATES - BUILDING SOCIETIES AND CREDIT UNIONS
Rising Investment Rates - Threshold Level

435- Hon W.N. STRETCH to the Attorney General:
In his capacity as supervisor of building societies and credit unions he is
probably aware of rapidly rising interest rates on investments with some of the
credit unions and building societies. In view of the history of some of these
bodies getting into trouble and the Government taking action too late, does he
or his department have a threshold level at which the department investigates
interest rates? In other words, if a society is offering interest rates around I8
or 19 per cent, alarm bells start ringing in the heads of some people. Does his
department have a system whereby it moves into gear and investigates that
society before installing checks and balances, as should have happened in the
past in the case of Teachers Credit Society or Swan Building Society?

Hon J.M. BERINSON replied:
1 am not aware of any such threshold point or whether there is one in the
general supervisory work the registrar conduct. I am happy to pursue this
matter if the member puts it on notice.
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CYCLING - "EAT LESS FAT - BIKE-TO-WORK BREAKFAST"
Purpose

436. Hon BOB THOMAS to the Minister for Local Government:
Could she advise the House on the purpose of the 'Eat Less Fat - Bike-to-
Work Breakfast"?

Hon KAY RALLAHAN replied:
I thank the honourable member for his question, today being the day on which
people were encouraged to cycle to work. The purpose of thar idea was to lift
the level of fitness of people and to introduce them to healthy eating at
breakfast and to cut down on motor vehicle emissions. Members would be
interested to know that most motor vehicle driving is for short distances, and I
have no doubt many members could cycle quite comfortably'to where they
want to go. To give evidence of how quickly one can cycle where one wants
to go, particularly in peak hours, I joined a tandem team this morning -
admittedly I was accompanied by a round-Australia champion cyclist, Rod
Evans - and the tandem came in two minutes ahead of the car, and that came
in two and a half minutes ahead of the bus, so we were nearly five minutes
ahead of the bus coming from the Raffles Hotel to Forest Place.

Hon P.C. Pendal: What were you doing at eight o'clock this morning?
Hon KAY HALLAHAN: I was getting on a tandem, I have arranged for stickers to

be placed in members' offices, as I was not permitted to do it in the House.
There is also a small pamphlet on healthy eating. I encourage members to
think about this question with their constituents. They will get a lot of
pleasure out of it. We have a magnificent river, magnificent cycleways, and
we can reduce the threat of the greenhouse effect. In every possible way we
will benefit, both personally and as a community. I commend bike week
activities to members. Tomorrow the focus will be on school children,
helmets and wheels day. Activities are proposed for the weekend, and if
members do not have a copy of the pamphlet I shall obtain one for them. It
covers family activities over the weekend.
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